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Former Columbia professor
leaves journalism legacy
made significant contributions to
his field after he received his bachBy Jeff Danna
elors and masters degrees from
Editor-in-Chief
Northwestern University.
While sleeping in a hospital bed
The Society of Professiona l
next to his wife, Les Brownlee, a Journalists honored Brownlee in
pioneering journalist and longtime the 1940s, whi le he was still a
Columbia professor who helped student, by making h im the fi rst
build the school's Journalism African-American reporter to be
Department, died in the early hours inducted into the organization.
of Nov. 21 at the age of 90.
He also became the first black
In April, Brownlee was diag- president of the C h icago
nosed with lung cancer and was Headline Club, the local chapter
told he had six months to a year to of the SPJ.
Earl Calloway, fine arts editor
live. Since Oct. 19, he was staying
at Evanston Hospital with his wife for the Chicago Defender, rememof 18 years, Priscilla MacDougall.
bers Brownlee as an "astute jourBrownlee came to Columbia in nalist" and role model to young
1977 and established courses like reporters.
Covering Urban Affairs and
" He contributed those aspects
[to journalism] that
History
of
Jou rna li sm,
brought not only
"He was always the information , but
which journalism
voice, the reminder, ed u ca tion ,"
students continue
of who we were as an Calloway
to take today.
said.
institution and what While Calloway
Shortly after
his
retirement
we were to the city. " never had the
from teaching at
chance to work
with Brownlee at
Columbia on July
- Rose Economou ,
I, 2004, the col- Journalism Department
the Defender, he
faculty member
lege
granted
said the influential
Brownlee the stawould
reporter
tus of professor emeritus. He was often visit the office even after he
the first professor in Columbia's left the publication.
history to receive this title.
Others remember Brownlee tak"He was totally devoted to ing great pride in his job as a jourColumbia students," MacDougall nalist.
said.
" I heard him say once, 'We
Rose Economou, a Journalism have to do everything we can to
Department faculty member, said make sure people know how
Brownlee was dedicated to making noble our profession is,"' said
sure Columbia fu lfi lled its "urban C hristine Tatum, president-elect
mission."
of the Society of Professional
He made the focus of Journalists and business writer
Columbia's journalism program for the Denver Post.
community news, she said,
Over the course of his career,
explaining that students should Brownlee reported for various
report on the neighborhoods in news media. He worked for the
which they live. He reached out to Chicago Defender, the Chicago
the surrounding communities by Daily News, WGN-TY, WLS-TY
voluntarily visiting a couple of and WBEZ-FM. At the Daily
inner-city and suburban high news, Brownlee became the first
schools each week to discuss jour- black reporter, and he also was
nalism with students.
the first black, on-air reporter at
"He thought that was his com- WLS .
munity service," Economou said.
Today, Brownlee's contributions
"He was always the voice, the to journalism are recognized by the
reminder, of who we were as an SPJ through the annual Lcs
institution and what we were to Brownlee Series, which Tatum
the city."
helped create in 2002 with the aid
Along with being a respected of $ 15,000 from Brownlee's
journalism professor, Brownlee
See Brownlee, Page 8

translates to
real-world
.
expenence

Les Brownlee, 191.>2005

By Jessica Pearce
Assistant Campus News Editor

Mauricio RubiofThe Chronicle

A model struts to the beat of a hip-hop performance by Davion
and Nova Styles a t Columbia's Urban Music Association's
Urba n Stitch Wear fashion show.

Fashion, tnusic
collide for cause
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor
Columbia's
Urban
M usic
Assoc iation combined urban,
indie fash ion and music for a
dynamic Urban Stitch Wear fashion s how on Nov. 22.
Urban Stitch helped raise funds
for a music business conference
CUMA is hosting in May. The con-

By Dionne Joseph
Staff Write r

File

one."

ference is a two-day event that
brings together artists and promoters from various genres of music to
talk about careers in the music
industry.
The show was held at the
HotHouse, 3 1 E. Balbo Ave., and
was open to the the public and students. Tickets, which cost $7 if
bought in advance and $ 10 at the

Hamilton began the campaign
to b ring Spectra to Columbia
three years ago, after meeting a
client who worked for the company. Hamilton learned that the
company had organized similar
donations to five other schools
around the country. Columbia is
the sixth school to receive the
software, joining Rutgers, St.
Joseph 's College, the University
of Arkansas, DePaul University
and Eastern Michigan University.
Mike Swidler, who teaches several of the classes that will usc the
Spectra data, said the access to

See Urban Stitch, Page 9

See Software, Page 9

Tattoo age lowered
18 the new minimum
for lllinois residents

Chicago Tribune columnist John Kass congratulates his former
journalism professor Les Brown lee at a celebration hononng
Brownlee a s Columbia 's firs t professor ementus last year.

Columbia marketing students
recently gained access to the same
marketing software that major
corporations such as Wal-Mart
use every day.
Spectra, a program that uses
various data-mining techniques
to help retailers and manufacturers decide the best location on
shelves for their products .
recently entered into a software
agreement with Columbia that
allows the school to load the
program on 28 computers in the
Marketing and Communication
Department, according to Tom
Hamilton, director of marketing
studies.
Spectra donated the software
and provided in-class training
and admission to marketing conferences. The whole donation is
wort h more than $250,000.
Hami lton said.
Emily Workman, a senior marketing and communication major,
sa id she was excited to learn that
Columbia was receiving the software.
" It's a great learning opportunity," she said. " It really sets you
apart from the competition. If you
learn this, you can work for any-

Bunerflies, Chinese symbols,
skulls, tribal art and other common tattoo designs may become
even more popu lar in January
when a new law takes effect, making 18 the new 2 1 when it comes
to getting inked.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich worked
to prevent the bill from becoming
law, but state legislature approved
it with an overwhelming majority.
Now. the new year could bring
fresh resolutions as those previously prevented from getting tattooed count down to the moment

of truth- and their parents don't
even have to know.
" We arc di sappointed," said
Gerardo Cardenas, press secretary
for Blagoj ev ich. "A tattoo is
something that is permanent."
"The governor feels that if you
arc 2 1 or over you have more elements of judgment regarding
something that you put on your
body," Cardenas said. "A young
person would be more likely to
make a rus h decision and then
regret it."'
It's no secret that teenagers
often make rash decisions, and
considering the popularity of tattoos- the Mayo Clinic estimates
that 20 million Americans have
them- it seems likely that a
chunk of high school seniors and

college freshman may opt to get
inked.
For Nick Colella, tattoo artist
and manager of the Chicago
Tattooing and Piercing Co. Inc. at
1017 W. Belmont Ave .. that's a
good thing.
"It 's fantastic. We thought the
law in the first place was ridiculous," Cole lla said.
He said the shop turned a lot of
cl ients away, and kids serio us
about body art took their business
to Wisconsin or Indiana, where
the legal age to be tattooed was
already 18.
Even more fri ghtening arc the
scratchers at underground shops
or tattoo parties who prov ide
See Tattoo , Pu ll-o ut page 5

NEWs&Nons
This is only a test

IN THIS ISSUE
Campus News

By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief
o r two months I prepared
myself to sit in a cub icle for
three hours and potentially
change the course of my life.
On Nov. 21 I did just that.
Beginning at I 0 a.m. I sat in a
swivel chair. staring at a computer
screen. racking my brain over
essays. analogies and algebra equations as part of the graduate record
examination-the big GRE.
At I p.m. I stepped out of a room
no bigger than a two-car garage on
the 16th floor of a downtown office
building. I was relieved that the
experience was ove. yet nervous
about how my exam results would
fare "~th the admissions oflicers at
the graduate schools to which I
plan to apply.
As I made my way back to
work through the busy streets o f
the Loop. I tried to understand
why I would subject myself to
the addi tional stress of g rad
school and the equally taxmg
apphcataon process when I
already planned on assummg the
demanding ro le of a JOurnalist
for my post-Columbaa career.
Back in September. with the
current semester JUS! underway. I
was hit wnh an early case of
senaontas. I was down to my
final course for my maJor. and I
was enrolled tn an unus ual yet
tntellectually stimulating combination o f electl\es. It was arou nd
this time that I really started to
think of hfe after Columbaa.
Sure. I had thought about at
before. but m a fantasy son of way
I could sec myself ammased m a
paece for The 1'\ew Yorker. spcndmg endless mghts hWIChed over
my keyboard typmg away wath

F

nothing but a good record on the
stereo and a glass of wine to keep
me company.
But that's not what happens after
graduation. The truth is. I would
most likely end up covering park
district meetings at a smaller, local
newspaper until I got the opportunity to work my way up the reporting ranks or transfer to a more
prominent publication.
Granted there 's nothing shameful about being o n the park district
beat, and I will probably still have
to pay my dues in that area, but I
want more out of my journalism
career. My original plan at
Columbaa was to take a variety of
electives that would supplement
my skills as a reporter. in addition
to classes for my major.
Aller taking those classes. and
still feehng like I wasn't being
challenged. however. I began to
question af I was supplementmg my
journalism trammg wllh anything
worthwhile.
That's when the adea of graduate
school popped mto my head. I
would rigorously study a subject
that appealed to ~ and develop an
area of expena.se that would guade
my reportmg t.hroughout my career.
And followmg my bnef educational epaphany, I was stressed
agam. I was suddenly s.~ddled wath
the prospect of several years of
addataonal work. But the stress felt
good. I had a darectlon: I wnsn 't
setthng for a path that would leave
me unsatas fied.
So why. then. would I choose to
further complicate my hfe by tacklang grad school' For the reason
anyon<: takes on addatlonal work
Despate the frustl'ataon, the out -

come pays off. Over the past six
weeks, I've poured over a fourinch-thick study guide with the
feeling that my hours of cramming
would benefit me in the long run.
Taking on additional burdens is
never a bad move as long as those
burdens lead to a more fruitful life.
For some, this could mean spending an extra hour a night on homework; for me. it means devoting
several years of my life to additional studies.
Even as I sat in that cubicle, fretting over whether the last answer I
selected was correct and secondguessing each click of my mouse
button. I knew that whatever anxiety the test caused me would only
be temporary.
When I do enroll in graduate
school. I will approach it with the
same fervor I approached the
preparation. It's the type of stress
that I do n' t mind. because I feel
that when it ·s all said and done, I
will be a better person because of it.
Yes. my GRE results wil l
weag h on my mind for the nex t
several months. Yes . I'm gomg
to have to experience all of the
doubts that go along with the
application process. And yes. I
wall e ventually have to juggle a
career and grnd school. wh ich I
can only amagane is ten times as
dafficult as juggling a quasi-pan tame JOb at the school newspaper
and takang courses at Co lumbaa.
But I welcome the challenge.
Aller nil, I wouldn't pot myself 111
thas posataon af I dadn 't thank I could
handle at.
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Announcements
Aid the Artist
Columbia's art community is holding a Katrina
Re lief Auction, Dec. I in the 33. E. Congress building,
beginning at 5 p.m . The auction will feature works by
Columbia students and fac ulty. The last bid will be
accepted at 8:30 p .m. For more information, contact
Columbia Colleges Arts Community at (312) 3447358.

Regret to Inform
Twenty years afler her husband was killed in
Vietnam. Barbera Sonneborn traveled through the
country. interviewing both American and Vietnamese
conflict widows. Now, director and filmmaker
Sonneborn will be screening and discussing her film,
Regret to Inform at the Ferguson Theater, 600 S.
Michigan Ave .. o n Dec. I from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. For
more information. call the Museum of Contemporary
Photography at (3 12) 663-5554.

plonna(a colum ,·du

Family Dance

H ow will lowering the age w he n
people can legally get tattoos to 18
from 21 affect tattoo sales?

Columbia's Dance C enter is sponsoring the seventh
season of their Fam ilyDance Matinee Series. Dec. 10
nt the Dance Center. 1306 S. Michigan Ave .. from 3
p.m . to 4 p.m . The program allows families to spend
nn nfternoon watching and sharing the art of dance.
T he program begms with an optional, hands-on movement wo rkshop for c hildren and adults. Tickets arc $6
for chaldrc:n 12 and under and S I 0 tor adults. For more
uifnrmatian. call the Dance Centl'r box officr. (3 12)
) 44-8 .100

Book Release
ulthln k It 'll havt' a n t'J(atlv~ lmpat·t. Kid~
th at al(t' aun 't m aturt' t'nttUJ(h to J(l't
tai/IWY. Th~y won 'tthln k ltthroul(h. "
Ulynr• Mrwhurtrr, rrr• hm a n,
mu•lc hu•l n ~u

" / think It 'll m akl' l ll'llf'll' J.ll't "'"ru tallmt.<
l'arlll'r. It'.<not J.ltdnJ.I to t·ha nJ(r
whtJ want.Y w Jlt'l tJnr. ''
l'hll Sdwlp, Junio r,
flhn Mnd vl dru

Madwcst Photogmphers Projc:t' t Artists Industry of
the Ortlmnry is cdebratmg the relensc of their new
bouk Text nook: otc:s Around the Mtugins at the
Museum of Contempornry Photogrnphy, 600 S.
Machagnn Ave. T he evc:mng willnlso ti:nturc panicipnnts 111 the bll(>k project nnd nn nction by Industry of
the Onhnnry. For nrnn· ill{tmtwtitln. mil tire Alwselllfl
II( ( 'tmtt'ntiJ<>rtrr)' Pltnmgrnr>lt.l: {111) 663-.US4.

ClStUMBIA C HRO NICLE
" I don '1 1/dnA It 'll multi' " dllf"'n" ·"·

1/ )'""

f t'tJI/y wu111 111 J(ttlnllr, )'1111 j u fll/luHIP 111 Jill

111 llll llllf rr .tulr . "

Am y Ntur nk, l, Jun io r,
• •l•rrtl•tlnl( •rt <lfrr~tlun

"It "''"' 'tlw vtt un)• lmJIUI't. l:'o•tJry m ttt
J(llt'Y to 11111/111111 IIII)'H'IIl httC'IIU,YtJ lt '!r

,.,,,,,,,,, .

ll ~ h11r• h

Knll(hl, lCJIIhomun-,

r••hlun tlu lllll

If' you hn vc 1111 up ·oming • cnt or
niiiiOUIIccmcllt . cnll The hroni ·lc's n '' s
d c~k

nt p 12) 344-lNM or ·-mnil
·hronicl • ri}colum.cdu.
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CAMPus NEWs

Colum.edu-bigger, better?
New site will better
represent student,
faculty population
By Jessica Pearce
Assistant Campus News Editor
Students
logging
on
to
Colum.edu m ay not recognize
what they see, starting next semes·
ter. T he website is getting a complete overhaul, with new content
and design both inside and out.
Mark Lloyd , assistant vice president of marketing and communi·
cations, said the site needed to be
updated so it would better re present the student com m unity.
"We analyzed the s ites of other
arts colleges and thought that ours
was not as good as it could be,"
Lloyd said. "We wanted a look
tha t was more consistent with the
personality o f the institution."
Lloyd said that almost the entire
Columbia website will c hange,
from the external design of the
pages to the internal search engine.
Columbia has hired a n outside
Web design company to work on
the underlying programm ing of the
s ite. Chicago-based mStoner has
designed Web sites for many other
schools. Columbia officials would
not disclose the cost of the project.
Columbia students and o fficials
are helping to design the homepage .
"We're going to use a portfol io
of work from students, faculty a nd
alumni on the homepage," said

Mary Johnson, Columbia·s director of creative and printing services. " We want to focus on the work
so we can have a really distinc tive
feel."
Matthew
McCli ntock,
Co lumbia's webmaster, said he
and Web designer Ivan Brunetti
will continue to oversee the website as a whole, even though they
are not helping to c reate the new
site. He said the new site will be a
big improvement over the current
site.

" We analyzed the sites of
other arts colleges and
thought that ours was not
as good as it could be. "
- M a rk Lloyd ,
assistant vice president of
m a rke ting a n d communica t ion s
"The [design] will allow easier
contribution to the site by college
staff and faculty," McClintock
said. "The new navigational structure wi ll help visitors fi nd the
information they need more easily.
and the new page style will bring
the webs ite into compl iance with
the college's style guidelines. "
Lloyd said the focus of the new
website isn 't to help current stu·
dents, but instead to aid in bringing
in new students, staff and donors,
although the school did work with
the
Stude nt
Government

Web
Advisory
Association
Comm ittee.
"Over 75 percent of undergrad
stude nt a pplications last year came
from the webs ite," he said. "One of
the fi rst thin gs prospective
e mployees and donors do is go to
the website. All those audiences
are served by having a robust,
intelligent websi te a vailable to
them."
Brian Nielson, a senior inte ractive multimedia maj or and a tutor
in the interactive multi media open
lab , welcomes a c hange to the
website. He said he uses the site
mostly to look up fac ulty phone
numbers, the academic calendar
and information for graduate
school, but thinks tha t it's inefficie nt and hard to navigate.
" It takes a lot o f clicks to get
through a nd find basic stuff like
the academ ic calendar," he said.
"The main site should help stu·
de nts quickly find things that
aren't on Oasis, like a map of campus."
Mark Kelly, vice president of
student afltt irs, said the website is
important to getting the school's
message out.
"Without question, the web is
becoming the primary tool of communication in this country," he
said. " It 's incredib ly important to
how
we
communicate
at
Columbia, both inte rnally and
externally.''
T he new website is scheduled to
go live by the end o f January.
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Twisted talent show

Mauricio Ru biofThe Chronicle
Sen ior m usic b us ine ss majo r Conra d , p la ys his g u itar a nd s ings an o rig inal s o ng at th e Twisted G o n g
Show , a talent sho w, in Columbia 's Hokin Ann ex,
623 S . Wabas h Ave, o n Nov. 22.

Students compete for h oliday card designs
By Dionne Joseph
Staff Writer
In September, a collegewide
c hallenge was issued to s tudents :
S ubm it a n im age to ado rn
Colum b ia's two o ffic ial 2005
ho liday cards. The w inner s have
been a nnounced, a nd s nowflakes
and sn ow-lad en trees a re in,
w hile C hristmas trees are out.
Columb ia h as sent season's
greetings fo r years, but this is
the fi rst time a competitio n for
ho liday a rtw ork was set before
the stude nt body.
" We tho ug ht it was a n oppor·
tun ity to showcase the work of
s tude nts," sa id M a rk Lloyd ,
assista nt vice p res ide nt of m a rketing a nd comm unications.
Previous ly, the card a rtwo rk
cam e
fro m
the

Muse um
of Contem porary
Photography.
The contest was handled by
the Office of Institutional
Advancement , on beha lf of the
O ffice
of
the
Pres ident .
According to Lloyd , be tween 50
a nd 60 entries w ere received .
" [I w as] impre ssed by th e
respo n se," he said. " [I was ]
impressed by the qua lity of the
stuff we got. "
Senior graphic design major
An alee Kasudi a 's " Heauty of
Nature" is one o f the w inners.
He r im age dep ic ts a cascade o f
an d
g olden
red ,
green
snowfla kes, but she said it is representati ve of something g reater.
" It w as importa nt to re flect
how m uc h divers ity is at
Columbia," Kasudia said.
The snowfla ke des ign is a visual me ta phor of the va rie ty o f
"artistic style[s) and pers ona lities" availab le at the college,
she s aid. Kasudia 's artistic
stateme nt e xplained the
intention of the work- and
impressed Columbia p resi·
de nt Warrick L.
Carter. "A s mall
thing like tha t
can go a long
way for an individua l a rtist,"
Kasudia said .
Her
w in·
ni ng
d es ig n ,
c reated in Ado be
Il lus trato r
a nd
Adobe Photoshop ,
will adorn the presid e nt 's ho liday card to
friends of the college .
J odi Adams' " Serenity a t

Sunset" will decorate the administra tio n 's ca rd to staff and faculty.
" I was go ing to use it as a
C hrist m as card m yse lf," sai d
A da m s , a senio r photography
major.
Ada ms said she was "raised o n
the o ld-scho ol ph otogra phy,"
w hi c h m ea ns s hooting on "noth·
ing but fil m." S ince com ing to
Col umbia, sh e has embraced
digital tech nology ; however. her
w inning im age was captured the
old-fashio ned way- o n 35 mm
fi lm.
Adams' pho tograph is a scene
fro m Robe rt Allerton Pa rk in
Montice llo, Ill. Her im age s hows
trees laden w ith s now, w ith one
bathed in gold e n sun light. T he
p ark has bee n a n insp irational
res ource for the conte mpl ative
photographe r for nearly seven
years.
" [It] has a lwa ys inspired me
soulfully, s piritually and photographica lly," Adams said .
The two wi nners w ill each
receive a $500 commission fee,
a nd II o the r a rti sts who s ubm it·
ted capti vating designs will be
honored a t a Dec. 7 reception a t
Ca rte r 's home .
Stude nts fro m a ll majors were
e ncouraged to s ubmit up to three
orig ina l e ntries, wh ic h would be
j udged on suita b ility, aesthetics,
o rig ina lity, execution and how
effectively the design ca ptured
the spirit of Columbia, according
to the publis hed gu id e li nes .
Religious imagery was forbidde n in an effo rt to be "sensitive
to the d ive rs ity o f religio us
backgrou nds o f the Columbia
commun ity."

Sem i -fi n al i st
S t e ph e n
C hil l m a n' s
''The
im age
was
Pond"
disq ualified
from
the
prize
top
because it
was deemed
reli gious in
nat ure. The black
a nd wh ite photo·
graph shows a wintry pond wi th a
f ul ly - d ecor a ted
Christmas tn!e, its
re fl ec tion glisten ing
in the water.
" I don't consider C hristm as
trees religious," said C h illman, a
pa rt- time s en ior ph otograph y
stude nt. "Christmas trees arc so
secu lar, but the ru les arc the
rules."
T houg h Clu llman's submission- mad e by manipu lating a
photograph
in
Adobe
Photoshop did not win, it drew
the admi ration of Preside nt
Carter's wife, a nd Lloyd said a
buyer expressed a n interest in
purc hasing the image.
Accord ing to Lloyd, Colum bi a
is likely to hold o ther artwork
contests for the design of posters
for college events. Th is will be
anot her opportunity for s tudents
to bui ld their portfo li os a nd earn
money.
Kasudia plans to usc: her prize
mo ney toward her education.
speci fi cally
tri p to t he
Netherlands n ext se m ester to
stud y in the inform ation design
exc hange pro gram .

Ad am s.
$500 w ill go toward som e th ing
less g lamorous but e ntirel y practical to fi x her car.
lronic:t ll y. Ad ams d amaged
he r car's bu mper while visiting
Allerton Park this summer to
ta ke photographs. However. the
avid s kyd iver has d esignated any
remaining money for adventure.
" If there ts a ny mone y Jell
over I' m sure I'll spend it j um p·
ing o ut of a n airplane," Adams
sa id .
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Monday November 21

Classical Guitarist
Fareed Haque in Concert
12:30 PM

Melange: A Solo Piano Project

Are you suddenly teaching in a Smart Classroom and not quite sure what to
do1 Curious about how to incorporate technology into your classes? Is it
time to start converting those old overhead transparencies into a new, dynamic presentation?
The School of Liberal A rts and Sciences and the Center for Instructional
Technology invite you to join us

Wednesday, November 30th
from 4:00 - 6:00 pm
Room I 004, 624 S, Michigan

7 : 00PM
_._.;;.:;>./v

-~~-/'';-...~--''

Tuesday November 22

Maxwell Street Klezmer Band
in Cb ncert
12:,30 PM
·.. Reservations required 312-344-6300

Maxwell Street
Workshop :30

PM

for o ur first in a series of panel discussions about Teaching with Technology.
Our featured guest panelists will be:

Lisa Brock
Chairperson,
Liberal Education D epartment

Amy Hawkins
Director of Composition
English D epartment

Carmelo Esterrich
Director of Cultural Studies
Liberal Education Department
Our panelist s will have brief presentations and there will be plenty of time for
your questions and comments.
Refreshments will be served!
Questions? Call Rebecca Courington: 3 12-344-7334

All event s are free, For more Info:
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CHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNI TIES
~-e.h~ ~ ~)c,Y~

\ri ~ COLUM.EDUf SCHOLARSHIPS

Hermann Conaway SchOlarship (Deadlme: March 1. 2006)

• Academtc Excellence Award (Deadline: March 1 , 2006)

Hillary Kalish Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 3. 2006)

Albert Weisman SchOlarship (Deadline: January 17. 2006)

John Murbach Scholarshtp/ Destgner-tn·Residence (Deadline: Apnl 14. 2006)

Alumnt Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 14. 2006)

Prestdent's Club Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 30. 2006)

Bob Enrietto Scholarship/ Semester in L.A. (Deadlme: March 15. 2006)

Ron Ptlls Scholarshtp (Deadline: March 15. 2006)

Davtd Rubtn Scholarship (Deadline: March 15. 2006)
Helen Fong Dare Scholarshtp (Deadline: March 2006)

Uq~~~s~l~ r~1's

JOURNALISM

ART & DESIGN
• Pougtalis Ftne Arts Award (Deadline : Apnl 2006 )
• Prectous Lashley Fashion Scholarshtp (Deadline: Spnng 2006)

• John Ftschellt ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 10. 2006)
• lrv Kupctnet Medta Arts Scholarshtp (Deadltne: March 1. 2006)

M ARKETING COMMUNICATION

ART S, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT

• The Patncta McCarty Scholarshtp Fund (Deadltne: March 17. 2006)

The Make A Dent Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 28. 2006)
• Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Sprtng 2006)
• The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadlme: December 16. 2005)

M USIC

ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

PHOTOGRAPHY

• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship (Deadline: June 1. 2006)

• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 2006)

DANCE

RADIO

• Forest Foundation Scholarshtp (Deadline: March 31. 2006)

• lrv Kupcinet Med ta Arts Scholarshtp (March 1, 2006)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

TELEVI SION

• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship (Deadline: April 14. 2006)

AI Ltra Scholarshtp (Deadline: March 1. 2006)
• Thaine Lyman ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 1. 2006)
• lrv Kupcinet Medta Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)

FICTION WRITING

• Mustc Department Scholarship (Deadline: February 15. 2006)

John Schultz and Betty Shi flett Story Workshop Scholarship
(Deadline: Spring 2006)
Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarship (Deadline: Spring 2006)

THEATER
Betty Garrett Mustcal Theater Scholarship Fund (Deadline: April 1 4 , 2006)
David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund (Dead line: Apnl 14, 2006)
Freshman Achtevement Award (Deadline: Apnl 14, 2006)
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Free HIV/STD Screening.~-:"~

731 S Plymouth Court
Community Lounge

1Pnl · 4pm
The Office of Counseling services
wi ll be conducting FREE Depression Screenings
Sponsored by the Office of Student Health and Support
623 South Wabash Suite 301
312 3 44 8595
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> DO WHAT YOU LOVE AND THE MONEY WILL FOLLOW
> PORTFOUOS OF THE FUTURE
> IMPROV YOUR WAY TO HOLLYWOOD

>ALBUM REVIEW: M83'S BEFORE THE DAWN HEALS US
> FALL TV WINNERS
> THE MARINES MAY SUCK. BUT THIS MOVIE'S A WINNER
> HEADS-UP: A UST OF UPCOMING MUSIC/THEATRE/ARTS EVENTS

> COWMBIA FILM STUDENTS AND PROFESSOR EDIT LOCAl PRODUCTION
> COWMBIA CONSERVATIVES
> QUILTING OU JOUR

> JOHN KURPIUS PHOTO SERIES
> POMP81: STORIES FROM AN ERUPTION

> THE EVOLUTION OF COLUMBIA

> LOST IN CHICAGO: A CINCINNATIAN'S SENSE OF DIRECTION IN THE WINDY CITY
> MOVIN'OUT
> SEXLESS IN THE CITY

> I'LL BUY THAT FOR A DOLLAR
> THE TIE BETWEEN GLOBAL WARMING AND NATURAL DISASTERS
> THE SOCIAL SCIENTIST: HALLOWEEN COSTUME STORE OR PORN SHOP?

Campus News

Brownlee:
On the forefront
of journalism
Continued from Front Page
childhood friend Arthur C. Nielsen
Jr. of A.C. Nielsen and Nielsen
Ratings.
"I wrung that $ 15,000 for every
cent it was worth," Tatum said.
Just as Brownlee overcame
racial barriers in the workplace,
he struggled with discrimination
growing up as a poor, AfricanAmerican boy in the mostly-white
suburb of Evanston.
When he was a child, his father
died of a burst appendix because
the local hospital would not admit
him due to his race, and Brownlee
would sometimes find himself in
trouble with the law simply for
being black, according to
MacDougall.
"As a youth in Evanston, all
you had to do was walk down a
street in a white neighborhood
and get put in jail," she said.
Many of Brownlee's former
students at Columbia remember
him as a dedicated teacher who
encouraged them to take their
own approaches to their reporting rather than pressing his
beliefs and methods on them.
One of Brownlee's students in
the early 1980s, Chicago Tribune
columnist John Kass, credits the
teacher for helping him find his
first reporting job as an intern for
The Daily Calumet, a paper that
covered South Chicago. At the
time. Kass was fed up with
school, but Brownlee's help and
the internship helped renew his
interest in journalism .
"He was very patient with me,

Les Brownlee was a pioneering
journalist and helped establish
Columbia's Journalism
Department.
Above: Brownlee in front of a
portrait of his younger self at his
retirement party, where he
received his professor emeritus
title last year.
Top Right: Brownlee with legendary oral historian and author
Studs Terkel.
Middle Right: Brownlee working
at his desk about a decade ago.
Lower Right: Brownlee was the
first on-air African-American
reporter at WLS in the 1960s.

Columbia
CO L LEGE

and I was very impatient," Kass
said. "The value of having Les as
a teacher is you weren't dealing
with some mope who never
[worked in journalism]-you
were dealing with a pro."
Along with being a great
teacher and journalist, Brownlee
was also a kind person who
enjoyed telling stories about his
life, MacDougall said.
Following their wedding in
1987, Brownlee and MacDougall
visited Italy, where Brownlee had
served during World War II. As
the newlyweds toured locations
where Brownlee had fought, he
recalled dodging bullets.
Tatum remembers meeting him
at SPJ membership nights and
enjoying his quirky sense of
humor.
"He was always dressed to the
nines," she said. " He had this funny
green vest, and he brought us roses.
He always had time for a laugh, he
always had time to chat, he always
had time for coffee and he always
had time for his naps."
Since a 1995 sabbatical,
Brownlee had spent time chronicling his life for his autobiography,
Les Brownlee: Autobiography of a
Black Journalist and His Fairy
Tale Life. which is due out in
January.
MacDougall, who helped type
the final chapter when Brownlee
became too ill to continue on his
own, expressed her enthusiasm
about its release and hopes it preserves the memory of a wonderful
person.
'There's nobody ever like him,
and there never will be."
A
memorial
service
at
Columbia is scheduled for sometime in January. No details of
funeral arrangements have been
announced.
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Recent grad lands
awesome job at awesome
place making awesome
School newspaper hiring for Spring Semester amounts of money

OMG We're hiring!

Former Columbia student attributes
real-world experience to
Chronicle employment
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Pick up an application at The
Columbia Chronicle office
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or e-mail him at

• Photographers
crichert@colum.edu
with "Employment"
• Web Designers
on the subject line.
• Graphic Designers
• Political Cartoonists
• Comic Strip Cartoonists
• Advertising Sales Reps
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A mode l in Columbia's Urban Music
Association's Urban Stitch fashio n
s how mode l poses on the runway at
the HotHouse , 31 E . Balbo Ave.

Urban Stitch:
Fashion show raises
money for music
business conference
Continued from Front Page
door. About I 00 people came o ut to the
show. The event was sponsored by the Arts
and Entertainment Media Manage ment
Department.
The first fashion show put on by CUMA
two years ago made S 1,200, according to
Damon Smith, faculty advisor ofCUMA.
This year the organization is focusing on the

question, "What is ' urban?··· Jonathon
Johnson. president of CUMA ami junior music
business major. said that the fashion sho" was
really about unifying a diverse and posltl\ e
group of people.
"Urban has been stigmatized [as just] a
black thing. and we are trying to make 11 citywide," Johnson said.
CUMA is in its I Oth year and spcci.lhLcs 111
urban music, fashion and diverse aspects of
the music business. The organization has
about 40 members. and about half of them
worked since August to put the fashion show
together.
"It's not your typical fashion show for th~
fact that one designer we have. Double Stitch,
features all hand-crocheted clothing." smd
Jul ian Cumpian, project manager of Urban
Stitch and sophomore music business major.
Designs from Kansas City's Sike Styles,
as well as Chicago designe1 s Afrodisiak
Clothing LLC and Double Stitch Wear, were
donated to be worn down the Urban Stitch
runway. Johnson said the designers were
chosen because they are on the cutting-edge
of urban fashion. Twenty-fo ur Columbia students from various departments modeled the
urban fashions.
DJ Jermel Garland, a member of CUMA,
provided the music while the models catwalked. A hip-hop act from Columbia, Davion
and Nova Styles, also performed and got the
crowd energized.
Columbia students from all majors can join
CUMA, and it grows every year, according to
Smith, technical administrator and part-time
facu lty member in the Arts and Entertainment
Media Management Department. The organization worked during the summer to plan
fundrais ing events for the year and has already
hosted a few events, including an urban luau.
"Urban is not black; it 's not white; it 's not
hip-hop, not gospel ," said Smith. "It's taking
the best of everything and creating something
new."
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Columbia professor Mike Swidler looks over a project proposal for h is marketing cl asses . Swidler teaches classes tha t use the software Spectra, giving
marketing students the opportunity to work with a real-world program .

Software:
Students use same
program as big
businesses
Continued from Front Page
the program gives Columbia students three
big advantages.
"This program gives the students real
data to help them begin to learn to solve
textbook problems," he said. "It also allows
them to put their hands on infonnation that
will allow them to make strategic decisions
and, finall y, it means that we're sending our
students out into the workplace with
knowledge about the same systems that
major companies use."
T he Spectra software is important to
businesses because it has II core databases that include everythi ng from standard demographic info rmat ion such as
age, income level and gender to information g leaned from a device simi lar to
the ones the Nielsen media research
company sends to a random percentage
of American famili es in order to record
what television shows they watch.
Instead of measuring televis ion consumption, the devices Spectra uses
measure what a family purchases, from
c lothes to groceries. All this info rmation
is then placed into databases that can
answer queries with detailed specificity,
said Swidler. T he databases a re also
updated with real-world in formation
daily which students can access.
The information used in marketing
can follow a spec ific product very c losely. For coffee, for instance,students can
learn which demographic is most likely
to purchase Starbucks gourmet ground
coffee, as well as the favo rite magaz ine

MINIMUM

$5,000

EGG DONORS NEEDED!

of people who buy Maxwell House
gro und coffee, two very different
brands. Students who use the program
have to sign a confidentiality agreement , since the information Columbia
students use in their case studies is the
same sensitive data that Wal-Mart and
Domin ick's grocery stores use to decide
what products to place on the ir shelves.
Dan Strunk, an executive in residence at
DePaul University who owns his own consulting business, has been using Spectra for
more than I 0 years. He agrees that students
who know the program have a big advantage over other marketing students entering
the workforce.
"About 90 percent of consumer goods
corporations use Spectra," he said.
"There is definitely a compet it ive
advantage if students go into the job
market with an advance understanding
of this software."
DePaul pas had access to Spectra databases since 200 I, and Strunk said he personally knows of at least fi ve graduates
who have been offered jobs based on their
knowledge of Spectra.
The program has only been implemented
in three marketing classes this semester, but
Swidler said the department has plans to
extend students' exposure.
"This program has applications over all
four concentrations in the Marketing
Department, from public relations to advertising," Hamilton said.
In addition to better preparing current
students for the real-world job market,
Strunk said the program would also help to
bring students to Columbia.
"If I were a student today, I would give
serious consideration to colleges who
would prepare me the best for employment," he said. "Schools like DePaul and
Columbia prepare students better for
employment by teaching real-world skills
that are necessary in business today."
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Our egg donor program IS completei:J anon:Jmous and is owned a nd
opera ted b!:J our profess1onal a nd canng nurs1ngstalt. We are 1n need
of. hea lth!:). non-smoktng females herneen th<" ages of 21-)0 years o ld.
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847 _656 _8733
773 _490_EGGS
www. egg411 . com
info@ egg411.com
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AVAILABLE NOW

A new way for Columbia College students and parents to access
billing statements and pay online.

'

WHAT CAN CCCPAY DO?
-7 Tlw flexibi!ity to view your bill
electronically 24 hours a day.
7 days a week via tl1e internet
through tile Oasis Portal
-7 The ability to pay your biil
electronically 24 hours a Uay,
l clays a week via Hw internet
tl1roug11 checl\ or credit card"'
-7 The option to autt10rize third

parties to view and pay the
bill, such as a parent. guardian
or sponsor anywhere or anytime
-7 Email notification when a new
bill has arrived

-7 View your current bill pius a
history of bi!ls online
-7 Abili ty to access and print a
PDF of tile paper bili

-7 Immediate con firrnation of
your payment.

CCCPAY IS A SERVICE

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Student Financial Services
Columbia College Chicago
600 S Michigan
Chicago, IL 60605
1-866-705-{)200
sfs@colum.edu

PLFt:S?: GHECK YOliH OASIS t·:MA11.
FOR UPDATES ON WHEN CCCPAY WILt.

BE •WA!L\BLE ~NO HOW TO USE IT
OH V:s: r OUR WEBSITE .'',!
W\\.W.t:Uiurr..t:du;sfs lor !'riOrt: d(!lHHs.

•Ctedit cards accepted will include MasltYCard. Disco•w and Amertcan Express and wiil be subject to a 2. 75% service charge.

Columbia~
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movies, but he threw subtlety out
the window with this one. He
even has Dennis Hopper, who
heads the American society in thet
film, declare hi s distaste for "dealing
with terrorists."
Is Canada a sleeping giant of entertainment? In addition to its burgeoning
music scene, Toronto has become a
hotspot for Hollywood fi lmmakers to
shoot a gorgeous city on the cheap. It
even passed for Chicago in the 2004
movie Wicker Park.
Now, in Thunderdome, Blaster was the
first of the pair to fall. Struck down in the
titular dome, he was briefly mourned,
and the film moved on. Is American's
entertainment industry going to follow
suit? There are already movements
against it. France's government provides
millions of dollars in subsidies to native
filmmakers in an attempt to preserve its
culture in the wake of Hollywood's glob·
al conquest. Chinese actors are technically bigger stars than their American coun·
terparts, due to their popularity in densely populated Asian countries. Some are
even reversing the flow, making inroads
to American audiences with films such
as Hero and Crouching Tiger. Hidden
Dragon.
While it's unlikely that Blaster 's reign
of terror is at an end, it's nice to see competition on the rise. After all, if a monop·
oly was bad for Thunderdome, then it's
definitely bad for our arts-obsessed culture.

Although my discussions
with Daniel usually involved a
Posh versus Baby Spice
debate, I decided that as soon
as I could, I was moving to
England. He said he was from
Liverpool, which was Sporty
Spice's hometown. He was
also 15-an older man. And
my dreamboat.
We began chatting daily. I
would scream at my brother if
he needed to use the phone line
and curse if the connection was
interrupted. It wasn't long
before my mother put an end to
it.
" Don't talk to people you
don't know online," she yelled.
"They're going to hunt you
down and kill you!"
While my mother, like
myself, has a flair for the dramatic, it probably was a good
idea that she stopped my online love affair
with Daniel before I hopped a plane to
London and ended up 14, pregnant and
eating fish and chips.
Now that I'm older, cyberspace has
become a part of my everyday life-one
that I could quite possibly die without.
And my friends aren't immune; MySpace
is today 's equivalent to my UK Spice Girls
fan chat room-with pictures! While the
dating game isn't easy, I' ve never been one
for picking up guys via Internet, which is
more than I can say for my friends.
Hooking liP online has more horror stories
than happy endings. My friend Caitli n
finally learned that last week.
Walter, a rich, 25-year-old hipster from
L.A., had been messaging her incessantly.
He spoke of his swank Pilsen loft, his various pairs of Chane! sunglasses and his
extravagant lifestyle. Caitlin wasn't really
interested-she was just bored, but she

messaged him back and told me "Well, he
looks kinda cute in his pictures."
After weeks of chatting, Walter asked
Caitlin if she wanted to meet for coffee.
She figured meeting mid-day at a downtown coffee shop was her best bet, so she
agreed. As she stepped off the escalator in
the el station, she heard a high pitched
squeal: "Caitlin! Caitlin!" It was Walter.
And she was horrified. Decked out in
Burberry, Chane! and full-on female attire,
the only thing that let Caitlin know he was
male was what she now calls the "creepy,
child molester 's mustache" that rested
above his lip. She breathed deeply, and fig·
ured just getting coffee would be fine, and
as she did so she caught a whiff of his
extremely bad body odor, combined with a
dirty hair smell.
"Jenny, it was petrifying," Caitlin told
me later. "Seriously petrifying."
As they walked to the coffee shop,
Walter began talking about himself. His
designer clothes, his rich father and how
horrible his life was.
"My dad bought me an Escalade, but I
totaled it," he said. "Fuck him, I don't need
his fucking Escalade. It took up too much
space anyway. He can buy me a new one."
Just as I was about to start screaming,
she said, "Oh just wait, there's more."
They sat down for coffee, and Walter
continued to talk about himself-how he's
a "pro skateboarder" and how his life
sucked. He would cut her off when she
started to speak but made references to
their future together.
"I told him I had to leave," she said.
"That I had a doctor's appointment. What
a creep. I'm so done with MySpace."
A likely story, but I can at least safely
say that Caitlin won't be trying any cyberhipsters on for size again anytime soon.
I wonder if Daniel had a foul smell and
bad manners, I doubt it though. I mean,
he's English. ::Sigh::

The lessons of
Thunderdome
I recently found the perfect analogy to
describe the relationship between
Canada and the United States: We're just
like Master Blaster, the midget-giant tag
team that ruled Thunderdome prior to the
arrival of Mad Max.
For those of you who haven 't seen the
Mel Gibson ep ic Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome, Master Blaster was a two·
part villain. "Blaster" is a behemoth of a
man- all muscle- with the mental
capacity of a child. Luckily for him, he
st umbled across a brilliant midget.
"Master," who somehow took up residence on Blaster's shoulders, in a post·
apocalyptic versrion of those baby carriers that suburban dads strap to their
chests. Anyway, the brilliant midget is
the superior being and handles the poli-

22/F/Chicago,
Creeps need
not apply
When I was in sixth grade, my fam ily
finally purchased a computer. It was an old
Apple and had the slowest d ial-up connection known to man, but that little box was
what I looked forward to after school
every day, little did I know that scoping
out a mate online was not the best way to
go.
Since my obsession with the Spice Girls
wa~ at an all-time high, I would cruise
Spice Girls chat rooms on AOL. One day I
came across a room for their UK fans. My
eyes especially lit up when I saw:
DanielUK32: I'm probably the only boy
in this room.
Oh Daniel, while you were typing away,
my mind wandered to our wedding in the
English countryside, where you would say
things in your beautiful accent and I would
sm ile and wink at my maid of honor,
Ginger Spice, as you slipped a gigantic
ring on my finger.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

tics of their environment with
ease. Meanwhile, the lumbering giant Blaster basically
smashes people and things
with glee.
Is this not a perfect repre·
sentation of Canada and the
United States?
Now, I know this isn 't a
political column, so I' ll avoid
the obvious American warmongering allegory and get
straight to the important
stuff-arts and entertainment. It's essentially the same
argument: While America
bludgeons the world with a
marketing-fueled onslaught
of Ashlee Simpson and the
Black Eyed Peas, Canada is quietly slipping brilliance under the radar one band
at a time. Last year, it was The Arcade
Fire, and next year it's going to be
Islands, a beautiful piece of pop perfection from ex-Unicorns members Nick
Diamonds and Jaime T'ambour.
Apparently, the Canadian government's
arts financing program, which provides
funds for starving artists, is doing its job.
God forbid America "waste" federal
funds on artistic development.
In George A. Romero's most recent
zombie romp, Land of the Dead, the
main character's only aspiration is to
escape to Canada, which is apparently
devoid of mindless zombies and gun-tot·
ing maniacs. Romero is known to insert
subtle political messages into each of his
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Todd Burbo - tburbo@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344-8969
Hunter Clauss - hclauss@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344-8970
Tiffany Breyne - tbreyne@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344-8971
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So, is that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
each review and
use this handy
chart to find out.

MONDAY
Ch1ck L•t Panel DISCUSSIOn
Women and Children F1rst
5233 N Cl<lrk St
7 30 p.m . Free

TUESDAY
Depeche Mode
Allstate Arena. 6920 Mannheim Road
8 p.m .. 549 .50 to S75
D1nosaur Jr
Metro. 3730 N Clark St
7 p .m . S28 50

WEDNESDAY
Neo-Futurists' New Orleans Benef1t
Neo-Futurarium. 5153 N. Ashland
8pm.S10

THURSDAY
The Black Keys
Metro. 3730 N. Clark St.
8 p .m .. S16

FRIDAY
Make Believe
Beat K1tchen. 2100 W Belmont Ave.
8 p .m., S10
DEPART-ment Handcraft Fair
Open-End Gallery
2000 W. Fulton Ave., #31 0
Friday to Sunday. 11 a.m to 5 p.m.

SATURDAY
Reverend Horton Heat
Metro. 3730 N . Clark St.
8 p.m .. S21
American English
(Beatles cover band)
Abbey Pub. 3420 W. Grace St.
9p.m..S10

SUNDAY
Fiona Apple
Riviera Theater
4746 N. Racine Ave
7 p.m .. S40
Sold Out
"Men Below the Belt
Male anatomy lecture-Women Only'
Early to Bed . 5232 N. Shendan Road
7 30 p.m .. S10
Reg1ster at (773) 271- 1219
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Complete Crap
Download It
PreHy Entertaining
Very Good
Word Up.

A'Cubicle' you'll wont to see

New Millennium Theatre company parodies pop-culture in
'Cubicle! An Office Space Musical!'
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor

Yeeeah. Uh, did you get that memo? Office Space is back
in the headlines, but in Chicago it's not just rewrapped in
an exciting new DVD package. It 's taking over the stage at
New Millennium Theatre Company as "Cubicle! An Office
Space Musical."
Running Nov. 18 through Dec. 17 at the National
Pastime Theater, 4 139 N. Broadway, "Cubicle" takes a look
at the fictitio us office that created a cult following in the
film and a deeper appreciation for the fact that everyone has
experienced the annoying co-worker and ridiculously
oblivious boss at some point in their life.
Though some may find it difficult to believe that the
1999 movie Office Space could ever be turned into a musical, they'll be surprised. Meagan Piccochi, musical director

for "Cubicle" and one of the company's 14 members, said
she found that some dialogue in the movie actually lends
itself to singing. For example, the line, " I've got this idea.
Well, why don't you tell us about it?" can lead into song.
The theater company's version, which spoofs the musical
"Wicked" with its advenisement and slogan, "So much
happened before Milton went crazy," features a musical
twist on the movie with singing and dancing and a rearranging of characters. Addi ng her own theme and style,
Piccochi wrote the music and choreographed "Cubicle."
" I wanted to put a hip-hop gangsta spin on it," Piccochi
said. "Most of the music [in the movie] is like that. I wanted it to point out the flaws of the characters, their unhipness, 'cause a lot of the characters in there are not cool. So
I thought making a lot of the songs gansta rap would kind
of bring that out."
ew Millennium Theatre Company staned seven years
ago when some of the original members formed the group
at Il linois State Uni versity. Over the years the group has
changed its image to come up with what it is today. a theater company devoted to spoofing pop-culture.
According to marketing director Ehren Fournier, the theater company doesn't restrict itself to musicals; it just tries
to do nontraditional methods of theater. Fournier said some
of the original plays include company member Chad Wise's
"Scooby Doo Mystery Theater," and "Evil Dead: The
Musical,"
while
some
newer
ones
include
"Shakesploitation," a parodied show of three Shakespeare
plays titled " Romeo and Juliet: Dead Before Dawn," " r inja
Hamlet" and Grand Theft Othello.
" We love theater in Chicago," Fournier said. "And we
just like being something different that 's out there. We do
shows that we want to see. That 's really where we come
from [becauseJ we like the young, urban culture. It 's fun for
us
Piccochi said the inspiration for "Cubicle" came from
so me of the company members · love for Office Space and
the fact that many had experienced similar issues in past
work places. For Piccochi. who spent a year working out
the original music for "Cubicle," it was the best way to
"vent fnrstration" from
of bad work envi ronments.
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61ourtesy 'fu,ren Fournier
Above: New
Theater'company thrives on parodies. Left: Guy Schingoethe as Milton in ·cubicle! An
Office Space Musical!'
She said audiences seem to feel the same way. The Office
Space fan base is so widespread since many people can
identify with the characters, and Piccochi thinks that's why
its shows, which sold out on opening weekend, are so
enjoyable and relatable.
"They' re just office folk," Piccochi said. "Their lives
aren't that dramatic. But it doesn't matter how mundane
[something] is; if it means something to you it's so important, so dramatic. ['Cubicle' is] taking the mundane in life
and putting this musical drama spin on it."
'Cubicle' An Office Space Musical!' will 11111 at the
Narional Pasrime Thearer. 4139 N. Broadway. umil Dec.
17. on Friday and Sarurday nights at 1 I p .m . Vis it
www.nmtclzicago.org for more information.

Help create a family.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS
$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will bB<
take medication and undergo a minor surgical proce£1
Serious inquiries o nly.

_____________

GESTATIONAL SURROGATES

__

....

Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between t~
ages of 21-35 who have given birth to at least one child.

Apartment & Roommate Marketplace

x~UllLLtcmu
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1-877-FOR-RENT
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Pulling the 'super'
bock in Supermon
The Man of Steel is reinvented in Grant Morrison's
new 'All Star Superman' series
By Hunter Cla uss/Assistant A&E Editor

It's an argument that takes place ever-sooften in comic book stores across America,
and perhaps even abroad. Middle-aged fanboys in sweatpants and oddly-stained Tshins come up to the registers and debate
such awesome topics as the difference
between red kryptonite and green kryptonite, and whether or not there's a homo-

sexual undertone to the relationship
between Batman and Robin.
Among these gems in comic book conversations is the mother of all debates: who
is better, Batman, the caped crusader, or
Superman,
the
Man
of
Steel?
While comic book nerds will advocate for
their favorite of the two, this debate is about
to become even more challenging, thanks to
Grant Morrison's take on the iconic
Superman in a new series entitled All Star
Superman, which will be drawn by Frank
Quitely (WeJ and The Authority ).
DC Comics, which is the home of many
characters like Batman, Wonderwoman and
Aquaman, has launched the All Stars series
to reinvigorate old characters by handing
them to new and innovative talent. In this
case, DC couldn't have picked a better creative team to tackle the enormous task of
breathing new life into an older character
like Superman.
Morrison made a name for himself in
comic books by reinventing forgotten
superheroes like Animal Man, who can talk
to animals, and the Doom Patrol, a superhero team in the same vein as the X-Men.In
All Star Superman, Morrison strips down all
of the nerdy soap opera crap that has
plagued Superman in recent years and
focuses on what makes the character interesting for both new and old readers.
For example, Morri son's Lois Lane is not
married to Clark Kent and doesn ' t know

Superman and Clark Kent are the same person. Likewise, Jimmy Olson is still a young
nerdy prep working at the Daily Planet as a
photographer. The way Morrison approaches these characters appeals to their myths;
Lois Lane as the tenacious reporter bent on
discovering Superman 's true identity and
Jimmy Olson as the young and naive dogooder. This back-to-basics approach
makes reading All Star Superman exciting
because these characters are familiar to any
reader who knows a thing or two about
Superman. The convoluted back stories are
erased and what the reader gets are the core
characters that made the Superman story
popular. What Morrison does with them,
though, is the true surprise for readers.
Morrison is known for incorporating
strange science fiction ideas into his work,
and in the first issue, or what Morrison calls
episode one, the reader isn't cheated. The
issue follows Superman flying to the rescue
when philanthropist Leo Quintum's first
manned expedition to the Sun becomes
threatened by a hijacker planted by Lex
Luthor. Superman saves the day, of course,
but at a large cost, which serves as the
springboard for the 12-issue story arc that
Morrison and Quitely will be working on.
While Quitely's artwork is pure eye
candy, the inking is a bit rough on his style,
which usually has an oddly soft quality to it.

The inking, done digitally by Jamie Grant,
is clearly a credit to Adobe Photoshop, but
it doesn't work well in certain panels, giving
the impression that it doesn't seem finished.
Despite this, Quitely's style is a refreshing change from the quality of work in most
comic books.
All Star Superman, though, is not like
most modem comic books in the sense that
Morrison is drawing heavily from
Superman's science fiction roots and is
doing so in a way that actually makes this
character cool again in the same way the
fi lm Batman Begins did with Batman.
Readers of All Star Superman can only
hope that Morrison will include Bizarro
Superman, which is the evil (i.e. stupid)
clone of Superman who said everything
backwards. Instead of saying "goodbye,"
Bizarro would say, "bad bye." Anyone
familiar with Morrison's work knows that
the best is yet to come.

All Star Superman
by Grant Morrison and Frank

Quitely

~~~~0

Nobody's 'Mirocle'
Liz Phair gets in touch with her true boring self and channels her inner bar band
By Eric Kasang/Staff Writer

If Charles Darwin had written about
·musical evolution, then Liz Phair would
~ave been his melodic Origin of Species.
~,from the raw sounding Exile in Guyville
11( 1993) to her high ly polished 2003 self.Jitled album, Phair has honed her craft
· with each of her successive albums. Her
latest venture, Somebody s Miracle, finds
Phair cranking out more radio-fri endly
rock songs than on any of her prev ious
albums.
Unfortunately, Somebody :s Miracle
doesn't continue her mus ical evolutionary
trend. It 's not that it 's a terrible album ;
it's just terribly boring. Most of the tracks
sound Iike outtakes from her previous
albums. Maybe she dulled her edginess in
order to create a more mainstream album.
Or maybe Phair just called in the songs the
ni ght before it went to press.
For most o f the album, Phair has the
lyrical petulance of Ashlee Simpson and
th e instrumental ori ginality of a bar band.
Although the choruses are sti ll catchy,
th ey seem detached from the rest of the
songs.
In "Everything to Me," Phair falls into
cliche, singing, "Do you really know me
at all? Would you take the time to catch
me if I fall?" At least it rhymes.
If the criticisms seem unduly harsh, it's
only because Phair does a complete I HO
with "Closer to You" and "Table for One."
Besides justifying the money spent on

Somebody~· Miracle, these two songs
show that Phair is capable of moving to
another level, but copped out by packing
the rest of th is album with filler material.
In "Table for One," the subtl e acoustic
gu itar playin g enhances Phair's lyrics

Somebo dy's Miracle
by liz Phair

when s he croons, "Oh I want to die alone
with my memories in side me. 1 want to
live that life when I could say people had
fa ith in me."
This musical and lyrical j uxtaposition
evo kes an image of someone who's experienced true regrets and lon eliness in

life-not the angst- inspired musings of a
teenager rejected for the junior prom.
After "Closer to You" and "Table for
One," the album regresses to its earlier
musical crimes. The songs fluctuate from
mildly catchy to du ll before limping
to the end. If Phair really needed the
money, she should have released
a tighter EP or CD maxi-sing le.
There's no reason that she has
to disappoint her fans
by releasing a lackluster
album.
She's
savvy and talented
enough to know a great
song from one that was
glued together with canned
riffs.
Unlike other bands who try to
change styles to fit the musical
zeitgeist (think U2 's foray into
dance-rock with Pop), Phair has
previously maintained a sense of
integrit y while maturing in her
songwriting abilities. Phair has
also had to deal with some critics
simultaneously accusing her of
selling out and holding up her
other albums to the impossible
comparison of Exile in Guy vil/e.
Even on her last and unfairly
maligned se lf-titled a lbum, Phair
showed that she was able to write varied stories, ranging from her son's

point-of-view in "Little Digger" to her
beauty elixir in "H.W.C."
Instead of drowning herself in stock
altema-rock like she does in
Somebody 's
Miracle,
Phair needs to listen to
her true indie muse.
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'Twas the night
before Christmas_
Above: One classy Chicagoan gets a barbed-wire tattoo-a clear case against
lowering the tattoo age limit.

Chicago drops age
limit for tattoo
clientele
Continued from front page
impervious wi th little regard for sanitation and less regard for the law.
" It 's a good thing for people who are
I 8, I 9 and 20 to get tattooed in a sa fe
en vironment and get tattooed by arti sts
they like," Cole lla said. "Underground
shops aren't as safe."
Joe Scapi ni Jr., owner of the family-run
Jade Dragon, 533 I W. Belmont Ave.,
agrees.
" We ' ve had doctors com e in a nd say
we ' re cleaner than 95 percent of doctors '
offices," Scapini, a self-described "neat
freak ," said .
The new law wi ll keep revenue in the
state and provide safer options for those
seek ing tattoos.
Freshman theater student Sydney
McLean-Lipinski had the Chinese symbol for "trust" tattooed on her left arm
whe n s he was I 8. She got her second

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received
by 5p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25
per word with a$5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in full prior
to publication. All ads will be published
in the order of purchasing date
Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com

tat- a tribal design- almost a year later.
Whi le her work was done in her home
state of Vermont, she applauds the new
law because of the options it allows
patrons.
" Obviously, you are not going to go to
some sleazy place and let someone puncture a needle into your arm ," McLeanLipinsk i said.
Twenty -year-old j ourn ali sm junior
Celeste Ball isn't interested in getting
punctured, but she has friends who probably will.
" ! don ' t really want a tattoo so it doesn' t affec t me, but I do have friends who
are just waiting to get one," Ball said .
According to Cardenas, there is no reason to expect that the former age restri ction w ill be reinstated, as the governor
has no immediate plans to challenge the
law.
"It's obvious there is an overwhelming
majority [of people who support the lowered age limit]." Cardenas said .
The most common tattoo designs cost
from $20 to S I 20, and artists are counting
on youngsters to come up with the cash.
" ! th ink it will affect our business a
great dea l," Scapini said.

Vintage charm meets 20th Century convenience. One and three bedroom apartments
available, ranging from $800 to $1800/mo.
New kitchens and baths in most. Pets okay!
Parking available. Walking distance to
Jewel, public transportation, city colleges,
Museum Campus and Lake. Call Susan at
312.804.1371.
$550.00 2BR, ORIGINAL OAK FLOORING,
LAUNDRY ROOM, CEILING FANS, BACK
YARD/GARAGE, CLEAN, QUIT, SAFE. 20
MIN. TO DOWNTOWN ON METRA. CALL
312/961 -6881
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and
Flexible Hours. Work in Fun atmospheres,
nightclubs, restaurants, and hotels. Full and
Part time hours. 847-670-0871

If you are a team player looking to make
great money and have fun, Lucky Strike
Lanes is looking for you. We are currently
taking applications for all positions including
IMMIGRATION LAWYER Family Based Visa.
Employment Visa, Student Visa, Fiance Visa. H- bartenders, servers, host/hostesses, and
food runners. Interested? Please apply at
1B. Adjustment of Status, Green Card,
Citizenship, Diversity Lottery, Removal, Asylum. 322 E. Illinois St. between the hours of
11am and 4pm, Monday through Friday.
CALLATIORNEY MARTHA J. WHITE (312)
922-0070
RELIABLE SALESPERSON NEEDED
• • #1 Spring Break Website! Low prices guar- MUST have experience with DJ gear, lighting or studio equipment. We offer flexible
anteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks. Book 11
hours and competitive pay. Spanish speakpeople, get 12th trip free! Group Discounts for
ing is a plus. Call Sam 773-929-5523.
6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
www.leisuretours.com or 800-838-8202.

WESTERN FOR THE
MODERN ERA ===:.
·~.~\\~~~

Tbe cowboy bas long been an icon
of American heroism and DlaChismo. It is so ingrained into our cui·
- that, m· Ia....
it .aras
reported
.,.....,..
.,..,
.,... '
that when President Bm Clinton
lett the White Bouse, he encour·
aged President George W. Bush to
watch the Western classic ll1giJ
Nooa, a film that foDows a small·
town sheri& as he fights off nogood bad guys-even when his
town won't support him.
Riglt Nooa is just one of many
movies that depict the
mythology of the
American West.

W

ith his new fUm,
Brolf,ebaclf,
Mountain, Oscar-win·
ning director Ang Lee
(Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon; The Hulk) wanted to
capture the real American
West, and at the same time
play around with Western
machismo by telling a love
story between two gay
cowboys, played by Heath
Ledger (Brothers Grimm)
and Jake Gyllenbaal (The
Good Girl).

"There's a big distinction from the movie west·
ems because [the main
characters] are not gun·
stingers," Lee said at a
press conference in Los
Angeles. "These are reaDstic characters (Uving] in
the rural life of the
American West."
Tbe film, which won the
prestigious Gold Uon
award at Venice Film

Futtvaa,
begins in the early '60s and fol·
lows Ennis Del Mar {Ledger) and Jack Twlat (Gyllenbaal)
as they take on a summer job watchln8 cute Uttle sheep in
beautiful Wyoming. As the two rouch it alone tocether in the
wilderness, they become attracted to one another, and, when
their summer job is over, they try to maintain their secret
relationship even though their Hvu have gone in diHerent
directions.
In addition to Brolf,ebacl£, Gyllenbaal is also starring in
Jarhead, which takes place during the Gulf War. When cast in
that lead role, Gyllenbaal said, be called a friend serving in
Iraq and told bim. Tbe friend Jokingly repHed, "Ob no, not the
gay cowboy."

"Heath and I knew
exaetly what we were
getting into. We aU have
lips. It just happened."
"There's a sense that people expect one thing or they like to
split things in half and create duality, and I really appreciate
the gray area," Gyllenbaal said.
Brolf,ebaclf, includes a number of love scenes between
Gyllenbaal's and Ledger's characters. While the dynamic is dif.
ferent from love scenes be has done, Gyllenhaal said he didn't
approach them any differently.
"Heath and I knew exactly what we were getting into,"
Gyllenbaal said. " We all have Ups. It just happened."
While it may be tempting to dismiss the film with a VUiage
People joke, Lee said that it bothers bim when people define
Brolf,ebaclf, Mountain as a "gay cowboy" movie in order to get a
cheap laugh.
"[People] think that it's something like Blazing Saddles,"
Lee said. "We're not doing a comedy. That's the only thing that
I resent."
Brolf,ebaclf, Mountain, which wUI be released in theaters
across the country on Dec. 9, is based on the short story by
Pulitzer Prize-winning author E. Annie Proulx, who gave each
of the film's stars Umited editions of Close Range: WyoiJilns
Stories, a collection of ber short stories that includes
"Brokeback Mountain."
"I feel Uke Annie Proulx walked into the forest and Just ran
across some myth that was never told," GyUenbaal said. What
makes Proulx's story fascinating, according to Gyllenbaal, Is
how questions go unanswered, and bow viewers must decipher the back story of the two main characters.
During production, Proulx wrote a letter to Gyllenbaal,
explaining the significance of his character'• last name. The
term "twist" refers to the strength a bull rider needs in his
legs and butt in order to stay on to the bull, GyUenbaal said.
"It's such a metaphor for aU time," he said. "Uke holding on
to something you really truly believe in and makes you feel
aUve and whole somehow. That feels universal."
Lee also agrees that there is an element of timelessness to
love stories.
" I think a love story is important to come out anytime," Lee
said. "We don't know what love is. It's Uke Brolf,ebaclf,
Mountain. It's an illusion of love. U we knew what a love
story was about, then we'd have stopped making
them two thousand years ago."
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Although he has directed Chinese folklore and comic book
a ction m ovies, Lee doesn't believe that Brokeback is a giant
leap £rom his previous films.
" [There is] something about personal free 'Will against
social obligations," he said. "Take this movie, £or example.
We really d o n ' t see a society, but you see what society did t o
the characters. So that's something I always work with. I
think t h ose go through my movies."
Brokeback Mountain took about eight years to get o££ the
ground, Lee said. He originally passed on the film in order to
direct The Hulk. Although he turned it down initially, Lee
said that Brokeback was always stuck in the back o£ his
head. When he got the proper budget and the green light
from Focus Features, the production company £or the film,
Lee felt comfortable taking on the project.
" I cannot wait until the whole world is OK before I make
the movie," Lee said. "1£ I don't do it, somebody will, (but] I
don't want to miss it."
While it would be easy to apply gay stere otypes to
Brokeback Mountain, Lee said that the characters in the
film are much more complex than a one dimensional miscon· fl.£
ception.
;"~
"Characters are complicated. You cannot really divide by
. 'I
categories ," Lee said. " We covered this with consciousness, ~
- .~
but in subconsciousness, this is a big ••• limbic system o£ con·
fusions and chaos and complexities."
•
Although Lee said he had no intentions of ofiering a sim·
~.
p ie and i nofiensive representation o£ two gay men falling in
l ove, h e did say that he's not interested in setting standards • ..,~,
" We're n ot writing essays," Lee said. "We're not making a f."!
system. We're portraying human li£e."
"i ·-

"I cannot wait untU the whole
world is OK before I make the
movie," Lee said. "If I don't do it,
somebody will, [but] I don't
¥; want to miss it."

Aside from 'Brokeback Mountain,' here are some other films that
tried their hand at homosexuality on the big screen. Some have been
successful while others may requ1re a lobotomy to enjoy .
My OWn Private Idaho (1991 )
No other film has managed to captu r e t he p ain of b eing ga y and in love like this one , which
was di r ected by Gus Van Sant and s t a r red Ri v er Phoeni x (Mi ke ) and Keanu Reeves (Scott ) a s t wo
male hustlers . Mike , who ' s ga y and suffers from narcolepsy , was abandoned b y his mother when
he was a chi l d . Mi ke meets Scott , who insists that he ' s not gay , and the t wo set off to make
Mike ' s dream of finding his long- lost mothe r come t r ue . The fact that Phoenix is no longer
ali ve makes this film seem e ven mo r e tragic .

The Crying Game ( 1 9 9 2)
Writer and director Neil Jordan sough~ to blow people ' s minds with ~his film rtbo~t
soldier who is kidnapped by Irish Republican Army terrorists . While «idnapped , the
played by Forrest Whitaker , be!riends one of his captors , Fergus , who is played b y Steph en
Rea . The ~ wo become bes· buds overnight , and Whi~aker ' s character ~ells Fergu~ about h~s gi rlfriend and how she ca0. bP. loca~ed i : ar.ythi~g w~re ~o happ~~. ~
r. _ ~ . Lo~g n o ry short, the
chick ' s got a dicK and WctS the b~tt of every other joke in Ace Ven t ura : Pe t Detective .

Of course Madonna '.40uld be i;. a movie about tricking gay men ~:. .-v impregnati ng he r . In t.his
train wreck , Madonna plays Abb"e Reynolds . Reynolds has it pret y bad so s h e ge ts drunk with
her gay best friend , played by gay man ext r ao r dinare Rupert Evare't !MY Best Friend ' s
Wedding) , and they end up doing the nasty . Reynolds gets knocked up and i t ' s an instant comedy
of errors . The Nex t Bes t Thing? Being killed by a glass dildo s0unds more er... ertaining than
this masterpiece .

tambien (200 1)
Gael Garcia Bernal (Amores Perr as ) is so amazingly attractive that even bl1nd peo ple know he' s
a looke r . It ' s like some weird sixth sense in Braille or some thing . In this fil m, though ,
Be r na l p lays a longs ide Diego Luna ( Dirty Dancing: Havana Nigh ts) as two best frien d s who g o
a road trip with the sed uctive Ana , p l a yed by Ana Lopez Merc ado . The t hree discover many
truths , as well as e a c h othe r .

I
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Joaquin
Phoenix
and Reese Witherspoon excel in Johnny Cash biopic 'Walk the Line'
.
.
By Cyryl Jakubows ki/Staff Writer

L

oud. thunderous bass is playing
from within the wal ls of Folsom
Prison. A rowdy crowd of sweaty
convicts are all tapping their toes and
clapping thei r hands while guards armed
with rifles stand tall. overlooking the
mayhem that Johnny Cash has evoked. He
just played .. Folsom Prison Blues," and
the legion of fa ns want mo re. T hat's
where Walk the Line opens. with Cash
(Joaquin Phoeni x) backstage catching a
breather, contemplating his past.
Walk the Line, the new Cash biopic,
isn't about the concert. butt he man behind
the myth. Most biographical movies use a
few childhood memories to set the scene.
But director James Mangold. whose previous credits include Girl, Interrupted and
Cop Land. doesn't li nger on the past and
moves through Cash 's teenage years
swiftly. He loses his brother in an accident
and his father, played with Terminatorhke coldness by Robert Patrick. blames
him for it. Cash writes the now infamous
.. Folsom Prison Blues.. during his stint in
the Air Force. He also marries a woman
named Vivian and had children with her,
all the while struggling to find his sound .
Cash, known as "The Man 111 Black.
became famous for his deep sound and
dark lyrics. In Walk the L111e . he finds tha t
\Oice during an audition fo r Sam Ph1ll1ps.
owner of Sun Records.
What follows IS a brill1ant rendition of
"Folsom Prison Blues'' 111 1ts beginning
stages by Phoenix. Phoemx fumbles with
the voice at the opening. but toward the
end, v1ewers can hear the genesis of the
tune, as well as the voice that he is most
famous for. Phoenix is on fire in hi s performance, dropping two octaves to get the
Cash voice. That 's when the film veers off
Its path and reveals itself for what it is.
The film is not about Cash touring with
the likes of Jerry Lee Lewis and Elvis in
1955. It 's the swift point the movie makes
s hort ly after Cash meets June Carte r,

Above : Joaquin Phoenix is s erious about h is ro le as J o hnny Cash in 'Wa lk the Line.' Below: Phoenix and Reese
Witherspoon, as June Carter Cash, show off their musical talents for the audience.
pl ayed by Reese Witherspoon. T his is a
love story. It is a chick fl ick for g uys. And
even though it goes back to Folsom Prison
at the end , it's his own se lf-destruc tive
prison that Cash tries to escape from that
makes the film enjoyable.
At its core, the movie is about soul
ma tes, redemption and love. And love
hurts. apparently. T he movie depic ts how
Carter and Cash 's love was formed on the
road during touring and th e time it took
for them to finally get together.
But giving c redit where credit is due,
it's Phoen1x and Withe rspoon who turn
this possible stra1ght-to-Lifetime movie
into a serious Oscar cont ender. Phoenix,
who starred 111 films hke Gladiator, and
The Vi/luge. portrays Cash w1th an eene
accuracy, wh1c h arguabl y only Va l Kil mer
achieved when he played Ji m Morrison.
It's not that Phoenix look s like Cash 111 a
way he docsn 't. Putt mg on a hlar k Sllll
docs not make you ('a, h ll1mk111g .:opious amounts o f wh"kcy do.:.u 't eithe r
l' hocrux, handpicked hy Ca, h hrrll\clf

before he died, gets into the role by
s inging his ass off. The transition o f
Cas h's voice from an unsure weakling to a
deep powerhouse o f attitude is all there,
all while maintaining a presence on the
stage. Plus he doesn't handle the guitar
like a baby, a requirement mandated by
the real Cash before the movie even went
into production. be fore his death in
September 2003 .
T hose who gave up on Withe rspoon
after her adventures in Legally Blonde can
get ready for a surprise: T he woman can
really si ng. Since both of the actors do
their own vocals in the mov ie,
Withe rspoon reaches high notes and
makes a southern drawl sexy again.
T he fil m has many memorable musical
perforrnunces, ranging from "Cry. Cry,
('ry .. to "R1ng of Fr rc" and .. , Walk the
l.rr~.: .. Fans of Cash w1ll come out rnarvelrng at the man tha t they've always
lowd. wlulc those who only ll\'ard about
Ca ' h wdl lind thernselws hurnnung Ius
><>ngs all the way to the r,·.:onl sl\lrc.

Walk the Line excels among the recent
biopic wave. Kevin Spacey did his own
signing in Beyond the Sea, and Jamie
Foxx mirrored Ray Charles' mannerisms
to a " T"; however, Phoenix crosses the
line between an actor playing a famous
person and actually making the audience
believe he is Cash.
Walk tire Line deserves a viewing on the
big screen, not because Cash was larger
than life, but because the movie does justice to the original outlaw. Walking the
box o ffice line to see Walk the Line is a
good move this holiday season.

Walk the Une
(PG- 13)
Directed by James Mongold

Lovely
whores
Gabriel Garcia Marquez finds love
between old men, unconscious
girls in latest book
By Eric Kasang/Staff Writer
Few writers would attempt to
write a story about a 90-year-old
man looking for a virginal,
teenage prostitute, but
obel
Prize winner Gabriel Garcia
Marquez opens hi s latest book
with this scenario. In Memories
of My Melancholy Whores,
Garcia Marquez explores the
concepts of love, nostalgia and
personal mortality.
The book starts with the nameless protagonist waking up and
decid ing that his birthday gift to
him self will be an adolescent
prostitute.
He calls Rosa
Cabarcas, a madame of a brothel
the narrator has been frequenting
his entire life. Cabarcas procures
a girl who just turned I 4. When
he shows up at the brothel, he
finds the girl naked and doped up
with bromide and valerian sedatives; he 's unable to wake her
and spends hi s birthday evening
slceJ)in g naked next to her.
This relationship becomes

creepier when the narrator begins
to fall in love and starts a nonsexua l courtshi p with the sleeping girl. The narrator builds a
fantasy world around her, even
though he on ly knows her as a
seamstress on the edge of town.
He believes her to be his first
true love, uncorrupted by sex or
even consciousness. Unlike the
title character in Vladimir
Nabokov's
Lolita,
Garcia
Marquez 's "Lolita" doesn't even
speak to his perverted protagonist.
Throughout the book, the narrator laments measuring his life
in decades, certain moments
when he tho ught he was dying
and the hundreds of prosti tutes
who had danced the red-light district tango with him. Garcia
Marquez aptly conveys the
speaker's sadness when he's
ruminati ng about these moments
in his life.
Memories of My Melancholy

Whores isn't an easy read, both
for the subject matter as well as
Garcia Marquez's w riting style.
His books are steeped in magical
realism, the combination o f reality wi th moments of supernatural
or fantastic illuminations.
Although Garcia Marquez has
crafted a well-written book, its
conclus ion feels forced. At 11 5
pages. the novel has the rhythm
of poetic verses organized as
prose. However, it feels as if
Garcia Marquez s uddenly decided to end the novel and slapped
on the last paragraph to finish it.
It's not that it's a terrible ending,
but rather a " they lived happily
ever after" copo ut. Sti ll , Garcia
Marquez is able to tell a story
that most writers, had they
attempted it, would have made
sound like a sick letter to Barely
Legal magazine.
Ma ny of Garcia Marquez's
book s are rich in metaphorical
imagery which makes his books
beautifully lyrical, yet difficult to
decipher. Although this novel
possesses fewer moment s of
magical realism than his previous stories, speed readi ng
through it will only confuse the
reader.
While readers may find the
narrator's actions unsettling, or
even revolting, Garcia Marquez
is able to create well-developed,
sympathet ic charac ters. Eve n
Cabarcas, the brothel madame, is
a difficult character to digest.
After all, she' s the one who
tracked down the narrator's adolescent birthday gift.
Still,
despite the shortness of the book,
Garcia Marquez is able to give
the characters dept h.
The novel is not without
moments of humor. The reader
find s out that the birthday boy
has been twice crowned client of

s•

MEMORIES OF MY MElANCHOlY WHORES

the year at the Barrio C hino bordello. When he confesses to
Cabarcas that he refers to his
sleeping beauty as Delgadina,
Cabarcas comments that it
sounds like a diuretic.
For a person who's never read
anything by Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, Memories of My
Melancholy Whores isn't the best
introduction. Although easier to
read than most of hi s other
works, his new novel lacks the
leisurely, poetic set up of his pre-

vious novels. However, for people familiar with his repertoire,
Memories of My Melancholy
Whores is definitely an interesting read.

Memoirs of My
Melancholy Whores
By Gabriel Garcia
Marquez

~~~(J)O
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New 'lslonds' rising
Former Unicorns members reinvent themselves with help from The Arcade Fire
By Todd Burbo/A&E Editor

Forget Seattle, forget Omaha, and most they wanted to do other things," Diamonds then Jaime would take it to a different level," in which it opened for Beck at his invitation,
impor1antly. forget Los Angeles. Each city said. "It wasn't satisfying the way it was Diamonds said. "The drumming on this this is the band's fust tour. Yet Diamonds
has played host to a hot music scene at one being done. It wasn't conforming to the ideo- record is in the forefront. It's a moving, says their live band, which has expanded
from him and T'ambour to a total of seven
logical outlook on music. It was a political growing thing."
time or another, but a new power is risingWanting to avoid cliche, Diamonds is hes- members, has had no problem developing
move, and it was also exhaustion-we toured
And it's Canadian.
Montreal is quickly earning a reputation for like a year and a half. We got burnt out; itant to call his work with Islands "more chemistry.
"The live band is really good," Diamonds
mature," but describes the arrangements as
for churning out quality music, due in large we got so sick of each other."
Whatever the reason for the split, more developed and calm. He disliked the said. ''The people playing with us are ' real'
part to last year's critically acclaimed releasDiamonds and T'ambour couldn't have been "lo-ti music" label that the fuzzy-sounding musicians; three of them are in music school.
es by The Arcade Fire and The Dears.
The coming year looks to continue this too sick of each other because they soon Unicorns records earned, and he is confident They're kind of putting their own spin on
trend with the release of Return to the Sea, ended up back in the studio together, where that Return to the Sea will force people to what's on the record, and it's kind of nice. It's
got a lot of flavor."
the debut album by Islands, a
The expanded band includes
new band composed of oldtwo violinists and a bass clarschool Montreal musicians. At its
inetist- hardly a traditional rock
core. Islands is made of Nick
band-but Diamonds could be
Diamonds and Jaime T'ambour.
cramming in additional members
both best-kno\\11 from their prefor his own ulterior motives.
vious group, a trio called The
"There's more people to carry
Unicorns.
stuff," he said. ''Three of the peoDiscussing his new project
ple in the band are carrying vio"~th The Chronicle, Diamonds is
lins and a bass clarinet-it's prethesitant to talk about The
ty light stuff. It's not, like, a gong
Unicorns. jokingly booing when
and a giant upright bass."
the subject is raised. After some
As for the band's Canadian
consideration, he admits that no
heritage, Diamonds doesn't
one knows who Islands are yet,
make much of it.
and that some back story might
Above: Islands provides sanctuary for ex-band geeks, as long as they're willing to wear white. From
"Just like anywhere, there arc
indeed be necessary.
left: Patrick Gregoire, Nick Diamonds, Sebastien Chow. and Patrice Agbokou.
a lot of bad bands here that you ' II
"The Unicorns existed as a
never hear about. Then there's
band for about two years," he
said. "We made a record two years ago. Then they recorded their first album as Islands stop using what he calls a blanket term.
bands that are really decent and just not motiwe jUS1 toured until last December. and it just (with a httle help from local friends. such as
"Recording techniques won't really enter vated enough to go on tour. But Montreal
exploded in our faces."
The Arcade Fire). For the first time. into it-songwriting will be the focus," does have a lot of stuff going on right now.
According to Diamonds, it wasn 't h1s idea D1amonds was respons1ble for all lyrical and Diamonds sa1d.
There are a lot of bands in the city; The Dears
to scrap The linicorns, and the fact that melod1c songwritmg. as opposed to h1s t1me
W1th an album recorded, Islands is tenta- and The Stills have been doing things here
T'ambour is still workmg With h1m would with The Unicorns. when he shared song- tively starting a hfe on the road with a seven for years."
seem to imply that the third member. Alden wntmg dulles with Ginger. Despite h1s new day tour that stops m Chicago on Dec. 2. The
Get a glimpse of exotic Cturada when
Ginger. a high school fnend of Diamonds, dulles. D~am onds credi ts T'ambour. who short length of the tour is understandable. Islands play Beat Kitchen, 1100 W Belmont
was the culprit. Being Canad1an. D~amo nds plays the drums. with dcvelopmg songs more cons1dcrmg D1amond's attribution of The Ave.. on Dec. 1. Their debut album, 'Return
was diplomatic enough not to name names.
completely.
Unicorns· 1mplos1on to an extended tour. to the Sea. 'will be available spring 1006.
"One of us didn't want to keep doing that;
"I would have a song that was done. but With the except1on of four West Coast dates
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Out of My Head

Aries (March 2 1 - April 20): After being stuck in traffic for a miserable number ofho urs on the way horne for Thanksgiving last week, you swear off all
automobiles and promise on pai n of death to stick to it. You just forgot you
were going to have to take the bus today.

by Scotty Carlson
GAS P! 50MEONE:'5 SEEN EAT!NG

MY rOOf?!

50MW N!:'5 8E:E:N R!:ADING

MY COM!CS!

~ Taurus (April 21 - May 21 ): If you look around and everyone else seems crazy,
~

perhaps it's actually you. And by perhaps I mean it is.
Gemini (May 22 - June 2 1): The other side of your sun sign personality will
mani fest itself today while in class, when you claim that your "twin" was the
one who didn 't do the final paper. Not very convincing, dude.
Cancer (June 22 - July 23): Have a heart. Or an omelet.
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): You will be having a deep moment of contemplation
while listening to Miles Davis' Kind of Blue this week when, out of nowhere,
you will fart- really loudly.
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): Columbia 's brightly colored walls will send you
into an insane tirade today, but nothing will come of it. I don't really know
what you thought would.
Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): The World Can't Wait; Drive Out the MySpace
Nerds'

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Well, what's the verdict? Was Taco Bell a good
idea or not?
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 2 1): You started your Christmas shopping in July
when you were going through your born-again Christian phase, and I've got to
be honest with you: The gifts are nerdy as hell.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): Wanna go grab some coffee? Oh .. . an ulcer,
huh? Well, I didn't know that. I'll have to incorporate it into future horoscopes.

Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): Clue #8: Pink. Mittens. Figure it out.
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Divide emerges in Wisconsin over lifestyles, locales
By Megan Twohey

KRT
Emily Bach, a freshman at the
of
WisconsinUniversity
Madison, recognized her friends'
Halloween costumes immediately- jackets by The North Face,
oversize sunglasses and sheepskin boots known as Uggs.
"They went as Coasties," Bach
explained, chuckling over lunch
in the cafeteria.
The term may be lost on people
outside the university, but for
many undergraduates, it's a part
of the vocabulary.
Step onto campus and you "II
discover the cultural divide
between students from Wisconsin
and their out-of-state counterparts, commonly known as
Coasties.
The stereotype goes something
like this: Coasties are snobs who
self-segregate in private donns
and the Greek system.
Though it may seem like
unfriendly tension, students say
the rivalry is lighthearted and that
frien ds hips form across the
divide.
" We just like to make fun of
each other," Bach said.
Even so, the di visions are now
addressed at freshman orientation, and some students said they
feel as ,if_._tb~y are attending separate umversttles.
" We' re.!n two completely different .;Ro'rlds," sa id Amanda
ausnet:, -a freshman from New
Jersey. • , . _
Of t!Te'-'28,21 7 undergraduates
at UW-Madison, 58 percent are
from ~nsin and II percent
are from"Minnesota.

Most of the other 31 percent
come from Illinois, New York,
Cali fornia and New Jersey. These
students form a distinct demographic on campus and are often
clumped under the all-purpose
category: Coasties.
Their tuition, $20,280 a year, is
substantially higher than what
students from Wisconsin and
Minnesota pay, $6,280 and
$7,802, which makes it seem like
they come from wealthier families.
A housing crunch on campus
helps highlight economic divisions among some students the
moment they arrive.
The Madison campus residence
halls, which cost $4,716 a year,
don ' t have enough space for all
the freshmen. Under state law, the
college must offer on-campus
housing to Wisconsin students
who enroll by a certain date.
Hundreds of out-of-state students
are squeezed out, and most end
up in privately owned dormitories
off campus.
The private dorms can cost up
to $ 12,000 a year.
Randy Frankfurter, a freshman
from East Brunswick, N.J. , lives
in a private dorm called
Statesider. It has a lobby with
plush couches and a flat screen
television, a fitness room encased
by glass windows and a recently
installed tanning bed; all a far cry
from the public dorms.
Frankfurter said it's been difficult for him to integrate with
Wisconsin students.
"They look down on us just
because our parents have a little
bit more money, because we talk
about where our fa1hers work,"

Frankfurter said. "They want to
feel superior to us because they
think we think we 're superior to
them. Then we're forced to."
Frankfurter said he is often
ridiculed. " Just the other day,
someone in my statistics class
asked me where my Uggs were."
Jessica Fishel, a Statesider resident from Los Angeles, broke in:
" How about. ' Where's your
cheese?"'
Fishel happened to be donning
Uggs, as well as oversize sunglas ses, even though some
Wisconsin students also wear
them . She said she is constantly
needled over her cloth ing.
"At the last football game, I got
four comments about my Uggs,"
she complained. " It's like 40
degrees. Whatever! Get over it!"
But Bach, a Milwaukee native,
said it's not just where Coasties
live and what they wear- it 's
how they act.
"They carry themselves like
they're better than everyone,"
Bach said, as she sat at a cafeteria
table dressed in a hooded sweat
shirt and jeans. "I swear, it takes
them like two hours to get ready
in the morning. Most girls in my
dorm roll out of bed five minutes
before class."
Jason Gertler, a freshman from
Olympia Fields, Ill., lives in
Statesider but identifies more
with Wisconsin students.
"They have a spoiled mannerism," he said of Coasties.
"They're more showy. I try to
hang out with public dorm kids.
They're more straightforward
and quality."
Mausner, of New Jersey, agrees
that Wisconsin students are more

down to earth. She lives in "stereotypes of coastal culture vs.
Statesider, but has befriended Midwest culture," Singer said.
" Most people think about ethsome Wisconsin students in class.
" I feel like they ' re a breath of nic diversity, people from differfresh air," she said.
ent races," she said. "But I think
Mausner recently dropped out it's much more likely that a freshof a sorority after concluding that man would make a derogatory
the Greek system was fueling comment about someone from
divisions between Wisconsin stu- the East Coast than someone of
dents and Coasties. Statistics color."
show that most of the students in
Naomi Fabe, a sophomore
sororities are from outside from Los Angeles, said it was di fWisconsin, although Barbara ficult to overcome divis ions.
Kautz, a university official who
Fabe, who lived in a private
oversees the Greek system, said it dorm her fi rst year, tried to
befriend
students
from
was open to all.
Lori Berquam, dean of stu- Wisconsin. But she kept gravitatdents, described the cultural con- ing back to students from outside
flict on campus as "good- the state who shared her lifestyle
natured," and a lot of students and values. This year, she is livagree.
ing in an upscale housing comBut Wren Singer, director of plex, which she said is full of
orientation and new student pro- Coasties.
"You're trying to have a new
grams, takes it seriously. At freshman orientation, students are experience." Fabe said. "But you
prodded into discussions of go back to what you're used to."

Naomi Fabe, who is from Los Angeles, is a sophomoi'e at the
University of Wisconsin in Madison, Wisconsin, and describes
herself as a Coastie-someone who is from out-of-state.
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A true Columbia pioneer
he Chronicle. the magnitude of Brownlee's
Journalism Department accompli shments. atten tion
and Chicago journalism needs to be paid to the racial
as a whole are forever indebt- div ides he overcame his entire
ed to the contributions of Les li fe. Growing up in a poor
Brownkc. who died at the age African-American family in
of 90 on Nov. 2 I. Brownlee the predominantly white subhad been lighting to Jive since urb of Evanston. Brownlee
being diagnosed with cancer would go on to receive bachein April. but he had been lors and masters degrees frpm
University.
fightin g his entire life to break Northwestern
down rncial barriers and make where he fittingly graduated
a difference in his community. at the top of his class.
In addition to work he did
Brownlee's legacy includes
a number of firsts: He was the for the Chicago Defender, the
first
African-American Chicago Daily News, WGNreporter to be inducted into TV, WLS-TV and WBEZthe Society of Professional FM. Brownlee was critical in
Journalists. as well as the first helping develop Columbia's
black president of the SPJ's Journalism Department after
Chicago Head line Club: coming to the college in I 977.
Brownlee was the first Brownlee helped establish
African-American
on-air courses s uch as Coverin g
reporter for WLS-TV. where Urban Affairs and History of
his editorials earned him an Journ alism, believing stuEmmy in 1975; and upon his dents should report on the
retirement from Columbia on neighborhoods in which they
July I. 2004, he became the live.
Brow'Tllee's mantra to his
school's first instructor granted the title of professor emer- students was. "You can
achieve, but you have got to
itus.
But to fully appreciate the believe you can do it." Such

T
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wisdom was invaluable to
those who learned under
Brownlee. including Chicago
Tribune columnist and fonner
Columbia student John Kass,
who cred ited Brownlee's
assistance in renewing his
in
joumal ism.
int erest
Brownlee's e!Torts extended
to speaking with students at
inner-city high schools about
journalism.
"I le thought that was his
community

service,''

Columbia facu lty member
Rose Economou told The
Chronicle. "He was always
the voice. the reminder, of
who we were as an institution
and what we were to the city."
Brownlee became a member of the Ch icago Journalism
Hall of Fame in 1993, and he
will forever be a storied and
celebrated visionary of everything Columbia could and
should be. All of us at the college are saddened by his passing. but we will never forget
the accomplishments of a man
who showed us what it truly
means to create change.

Cfvis GallwoiThe Ctvonide

Time to get active
college made up
entirely of ·'artists" is
bound to include a
wide range of diverse and creative students on its campusa student body that runs the
risk of being viewed as a co llection of pretent ious, elitist
snobs.
That's why it is promising
that Columbia "ill now have
an athlet ic assoc iation. a perfect opportun ll)' to show that
students don 't just get their
hands dirty with oil paintings
but with slides into third base
as well Does this mean we
5houkl begin ron.sidering the
posSibility of penciling in
"Columbia College Chicago"
on an NCAA tournament
brac ket
come
March
Madness? Of course not
ln•tead. the new athletic

A

association is a perfect opportunity to otTer Columbia students something that the
school has been lacking for
quite some time: a chance to
meet new people and take part
in Or<J anized sports. Without
the student center that some
feel " ould create a greater
sense of community among
Columbia's students. a wide
range of sports clubs can
increase participation in college-related activities in addition to fostering a sense of
school spirit.
Columbia has been developing more sports-related
courses in its curriculum. such
as Sports Rcporting. Sports
Marketing
and
the
Biomechanics of Sport.•. and
the decis ion to create an a.~so
ciation dedicated to athletics

only seems logical. The hopes
to include various departments from the schoo l to
ass ist in the club's success are
another obvious benefit.
Utilizing the talent available
in areas such as the Fas hion ,
Radio and Graphic Design
Departments for contributions
to the various sports will help
make all students fee l included in the endeavor's success.
While past applicants may
not have associated athletics
with Columbia. the decision
works in expanding the broad
rnnge of what the college can
otTer.
We will have to wait to sec
how success ful participation
is . but. for now the creation of
an athletic association is reason enough to make us all
want to cheer.
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The elephant on the playing field
By Josh Kantarski
Associate Editor
Really folks, a civil, public d iscourse can take place between
black and white people on the subject of race . There 's nothing to be
afraid of.
A little more than a month ago,
though, we missed another go lden
opportunity to do just that.
After an embarrass ing 48-10 loss
on Oct. 22 that saw his team g ive
up more than 500 yards of total
offense to the Texas Christian
University Horn ed Frogs, Ai r
Force head footba ll coach Fi sher
Deberry expressed his disco ntent
with the lack o f minorities on his
football team.
Deberry, whose team is known
for being one of the better, more
competitive service academies on
the gridiron , attributed part of the
loss to TCU having more b lack
players who " can run very, very
we ll." He added that Air Force
needs to recruit faster p layers, saying, "We were looking at things,
like you don 't see many minority
athletes in our program."
He concluded: " It j ust seem s to
be that way, that Afi·o-American
kids can run very, very well. That
doesn't mean that Caucasian kids
and other descents can' t run , but
it's very obvious to me they run
very well ."
As one would imagine, reporters
flocked to black and white players,
coaches and commentators alike,
asking whether Deberry's comments carried any merit, whether
they were necessary, w hether they
were racist.
There were the typical, mealymouthed responses. That, or the
accompanying "no comment.''

While Deberry 's comments
might seem to be nothing more
than what many people quietly
believe and discuss in the com fort
of their TV rooms, one would hope
that the Air Force coach would
want to bring more black students
to his campus for reasons other
than taking handoffs and running
patterns.
But that 's the bottom-l ine mentality in big-time college sports
where heavily influential boosters
and TV contracts rule the roost.
This problem used to be exclusive
to professional sports- win now,
or lose your job.

But there 's a bigger problem
here, a nasty scar that sends b lack
and wh ite people to their comers,
hoping the issue will go away
q uickly: race in sports, race in
America.
It 's no secret that black athletes
have an increased presence in the
three major s ports in America
(hockey, for sure, has a long way to
go) . On Dec. 8, 1997, Sports
Illustrated released a specia l
report- and a cover story- asking

the question, " What ever happened
to the white athlete?" On the cover
are four white boys, presumably
lifted right out of the fi lm
Pleasantvi lle. They look happy and
content, but unless they 're Hall of
Famers Jerry West and Pete
Maravic h, they' re probably not
playing in the N BA.
And that 's fine. While white
fo lks are happy to laud form er
greats Larry Bird and Bill Walton,
white fans everywhere are probab ly not will ing to us her Kobe
Bryant and Lebron James out of
the NBA in favor of Jimmy from
Idaho.

But what's not fine is the lack of
publ ic dialogue over issues of race,
especially through the conduit that
sport offe rs. After all, what is
sports in America other than the
great, national unifier that brings
every color across the board to
cheer for a uniform , a c ity, a
nation? Sports in America allow us
to understand the world we live in;
when we see the working-class
fan s s ituated so high up in stadium
seats that they can scrape the heav-

ens- and w ith the well-to-do close
enough to the players to see the
sweat pouring o ff their faces- we
understand that even an issue of
seating at a sporting event divides
America.
Yet sports can also bring us
together; they g ive us something to
talk about. Sports in America are
evety thing terrific and abhorrent in
this country. It is no s urprise, then,
that race, money, sex and pol itics
are as important in spo11s as what
happens on the fiel d.
Let 's make no mistake: Sport
acts a mediator in race relations.
When we say that white men can't
jump, we' re say ing that black men
can . Through sports, we can say
things like that instead of crossing
over into territory where all parti es
fe el buried under thousand s o f
years o f thick scars and oppress ion.
Have we ever bothered to ask.
then, w hy wh ite men can't j ump 0
Or, why black men can° Would it
offer us a g limpse into the way
white people or black people live 0
Would it get us talking about innate
physical g ifts. or maybe that black
athletes have made strides that
white people haven' t caught up to
yet? Or that maybe they never
will?
The fact is we haven't bothered
10 as k. An d w h y° F e ar .
Uncertainty. Confus ion.
T he answer, however, is not public s ilence as a resu It o f that fear.
When 67-year-ol d wh ite coac hes
in Colorado Springs, Colo ., are discussing race in sports and in
America, you can make certain that
18-year-old kids in Chicago and
Cleveland are.
It would be great if they got
more than just a shrug and "no
comment."

Koppel signs off, legacy lives on
By Derek Strum
Commentary Editor
Before Ted Koppel s igned off
for the final time with hi s usual
fina l words on Nov. 22, the 42year ABC News veteran spoke
about a quiz he gives to interns
when they first arrive at Night/ine.
Koppel said he' ll ask about names
like Howard K. Smith, Frank
Reynolds or Jack Chancellor, often
getting no reaction whatsoever.
"What none of these young men
and women in their late teens and
early 20s appreciates," Koppel
said, " is that they have just heard
the names of seven anchormen or
commentators w ho were once so
famous that everyone in the country knew their names. Everybody."
And for the past 25 years, we
have all come to know the name
Ted Koppe l. He has won every
major broadcas ting award, including two Sigma Delta Chi Awards,
the Society of Pro fess ional
Journalists' highest honor for public service.
Koppel' s final broadcast was not
a greatest-hits collection of clips.
Instead, it featured portions of an
interview conducted with Morrie
Schwartz, the Brande is Univers ity
professor w ho allowed Nightline
to document the last year of his life

in 1995 as he battled Lou Gehrig's
Disease. The show also featured a
recent interview with author Mitch
Albo rn , a former st ud ent of
Schwartz's who was inspired by
the show to write the best-seller
Tuesdays With Morrie. Alborn 's
book was about the lessons learned
from Schwartz, and Koppel's final
show reminds us of how much we
have learned from him.
Beg inning this week, ABC w ill
replace Koppel with three anchors.
One will be Martin Bashir, whose
claim to fame is a documentary
Michae l
Jackson.
about
Considering that the program 's
format is expected to now be
aimed at reporting on multiple stories, the prospects for the journalistic value of Nightline are incredib ly bleak.
Televis ion 's first late-night news
program was the creation of legendary TV producer Roone
Arledge, debuting on Nov. 8,
1979, as a late-night special,
"A merica Held Hos tage," after
Iranian militants took over the
American embassy in Tehran .
" And as Day I led to Day 15, led
to Day 30, led to Month 2, led to
Month 3, led to Month 4 [w ith the
Americans still in captivity and
A BC providing nightly coverage]," Koppel told the Baltimore

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-producec
publication of Columbia CollegeChicago and
does not necessarily represent. 1~ :"hole or tn
part, the views of college adm1mstrators,

Sun, " it became evident to the network that they had a phenomenon
on their hands -th at people were
talking about w hat they saw on
Nightline the next morning. And,
so, the decision was made in late
January to make it a permanent
program."
But in the era of cable news,
late-night news is no longer the
permanent fixtu re it once was . And
w hil e the departures of Dan
Rather, Tom Brokaw and Peter
Jennings fro m the major networks '
nightly newscasts garnered cons iderable media attention, the end
of Koppel 's run at Nightline largely slipped under the national radar.
That 's probab ly because the
emotiona lly dry Koppel can't
compete in today's s houting
matches over tired issues. But
Koppel's style ult imately was the
essence o f h is charm , and
moments where he came out o f his
she ll he ld more impact because of
it. Consider his infamous Sept. 2
response to form er FEMA director
Michael Brown, who asserted that
the federal government had on ly
that day learned of thousands of
re fugees in New Orleans ' convention cen ter- followin g days of
media coverage to the contrary
during the Hurricane Katrina aftermath: " Don ' t you guys watch tele-
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vision? Don' t you guys listen to
the rad io?"
Koppel hopefull y be a name
everybody in their late teens and
early 20s remembers for years to
come. Because for 25 years--even
during its darkest days in the ratings- Nighrline remained nothing
s hort of reliable in delivering
object ive journalism. An appearance on the program could make
or break politicians . As Koppel
said on CNN in March 2000 , " You
know, if things are going really
badly in a campaign, they're much
more like ly to s how up on
Nightline than when th ings are
going well for them ."
T he idea of Nightline w ithout
Koppel is frightening, but considering he's rumored to be pursuing
a project for HBO, we 'll still be
able to appreciate his contributions
to the fi eld of journalism. He left
last Tuesday night with the same
level of class he 's exercised s ince
taking his seat behind the desk.
" You ' ve always been very nice to
me," Koppel said. "So g ive this
new Nightline anchor team a fa ir
break. If you don 't, I promise you
the network will j ust put another
comedy show in this time s lot.
And then, you ' ll be sorry."
But right now, we ' re j ust thankful for Koppel 's legacy.

Views expressed In this publication are those
of the writer and arc not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronic le, Columbia's Journalism
Department o r Columbia College Chicago.
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Roamin'
Numerals

1,860
Number of miles away
Mary Colthrup. 79 ,
was found from her
nursing home in
Melbourne, Australia ,
on Nov. 20. It's
bel ieved the elderly
woman may have
boa rded a trai n in her
disoriented state after
she fai led to return to
the hom e on Nov. 15.

$13,000
Minimum amount o f
credit card debt 22year-old Philadelphia
record store cashier
Nicol e Sipple claims to
have run up by attending more than 170
Hanson shows. " If they
stopped play ing for like
a year, I could easily
pay that off," Sipple
told the Lawrence
Journal-World.

400
Number of feet Rev.
Santos Texiera plunged
to his death in Sequoia
National Park on Nov.
20. T he clergyman was
awaiting trial on
charges of raping two
teenage sisters.

Choice Cuts

''

"Since we moved in
four years ago it's just
become such a hassle."

Michael Fisk, commenting on Dicks Street, the
road in West Hollywood,
Cali f. , where he lives.
Fisk told Reuters he has
gone to city hall to get
the name changed, but
officials have said
chang ing a street name
is "too much work ...
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[C]S~CES ...
YOURS~CES
flt.t.PPENING THIS WEEK, NOVEMBER 14-18
GoVV\.i~ Soon!

GtA.rr en,t t x~i ~it ioY\.S

HOKIN ANNEX

HOKIN GALLERY
623 S WABAS H AVEN UE
HOURS 9 AM - 7 D>vl MONDAY- THURSDAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Word Celebrating the Union of type , image and
writing
Curated by Jonathan Gitelson
, ovember 1.1 - December 14. 2005

623 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY· THURSDAY AN D 9 AM- 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Between t he Sheets· Exploring Sex an d Pornogra phy
Th rough Artists' Book and Beyo nd .
Cura ted by Visua l Arts Curatorial Management. Tricia Van Eck,
Faculty.
December 14. 2005 - January 6 , 2006
Reception Wednesday, December 14. 2005 5pm - 7pm

Word is an exhibotoon based around type and t he visual symbol of the
letterform. The show represents a unique collabora tion between four
classes f rom the Art & Design and Poetry depar tments in Columbia College
Chicago. The wo rk uses il lustration . typeset poetry (pronted ) on wa l ls, and
books to honor the written word .

Between the Sheets is an exhibition inspired by a selection of Columbia
College's collection of Artists ' Books which explore the societal ideals of sex
and pornography and includ e provocative works by Cla ire RoJas, Cheonae
Kim. and Carolee Schneeman .

Reading Wednesday. November 30 . 5 30 pm
Columbia College Poetry graduate students read from theor work dosplayed
in the exhibition.

33 E Congress Avenue
HOURS 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY- THURSDAY AND 9 AM· 5 PM ON FRIDAY

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY

Vis ualogue

110 4 S WABASH AV E'I u ~
YOURS 10 AM - 5 ?\1- J ESDAV. WE DNESDAY A D FR DAY A'I D
10 A\>1 - 7 PM 0 '1 MO'I C),>( A'I J -H uRSDAY

Exhibited arti st f rom the Interd isciplinary Arts Department
Vtsual Envi ronments class. Curated by Melissa Jay Craig,
Faculty.

The Wa ll and the Page
Drawings and in stallati on by Amy Rathbone and Brad
Brown
\ovember 10 .

~ ecember

16. 2 005

Glass Curtain Gallery os deloghted to brong together the lntrogu ong work
ot two master vos ual and conceptual ar tosts.
Amy Ra thbone comb ones onstall atoon and works on pape r. She uses
famoloar Obj ects- wore. steel wool. sandbags. gouache and graphite- to
explore lone. extremes on scale. and 2D ve rsus 3D spac e. Rathbone
in sonuates these materoals onto the walls. column s. and corners of the
gallery on a playful chall enge to
our everyday re latoo nshop wo th
mteroor
space .
Smcc 1987 Brad Brown has
been marking. tearong, taping.
pastong.
ste ppong and spollong o n ho s
drawongs on pape r, all the wh ole
amassi ng
t housands of pieces In a body
o f work he calls ' The Loo k

S tams .·
- hcse works on paper
combonong painting, prontlng
ancl d rawong- are
th e accumula t ions of Brown ' s
e ~pl o ratlo n Into process. tome.
ch anc e.
marvong and the refuoal of
tlo~u rc

C33 GALLERY

December 8 . 2005 - January 2 7 . 20 06
Reception Thursday. December 8 , 20 05 5 pm - Bpm
Vosualogue os an exh obi toon of installation works created by beginning MFA
on Book and Paper artists on the lnterdosciplinary Arts Department's Visual
Envoronments class. Artists are Joseph Lappie. Liz Wol f, Tinameri Turner,
Drew Luan Matott. Karol Shewmaker. Erin Cramer. HyeJin Oh. Brandon
Graham . Kor sten Demer. Loni Diep. and Ste phen DeSantis.

Gru\ .for Work.!
Between the Sheets:
Exploring Sex and
Pornography Through Artists' Book and Beyond.

Columbia College Chicago's [C]Spaces seeks
artwork for an exhibition showing December
14- January 6.
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The exhibit questions how one legitimizes sex
and pornography In art, what Is acceptable,
what Is controversial and why. All mediums are
welcom ed.
Please
em ail
diUital
lmaees
soxbetweenthesbeets®emall.com

ASAP

to

Deadline is November 28

c
S PAC ES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
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Tools to work.
Excuses to play

·~.,.,.~
, ..)<. .,

o.-1').,-.~

(and discounts for
students and faculty)

iPod with video
15/000 songs,
25,000 photos
150 hours of video

Aperture
the all-in-one
post-production tool
for photographers

The Apple Store at Columbia
Suite 224
33 East Congress

www.colu m.ed u/a pplestore
312-344-8622
applestore@col um.edu
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Ever-popular Obama turns to speeches to spread the word
AP

\\"11h n national spotlight that is
rare for a freshman lawmaker.
lllinms Sen. Barack Obama spent
his first year in Congress taking
ad,·antage of his celebrity by making S JX~cches on everything from
sc.;~x and \'iolcncc on television to
the: thn:at of nuclear weapons.
It's all part ofn careli1l and deliberate plan to r the Senate ·s only current hla c~ member. who .:aptured
11:11Jon.d :tttcntion last yc:ou with a
stlrnng keynote address at the
DcnHX'I.It l l.." ;-..lational Con\'t:Tlt ton .
"!'arl y on. I realized that.
de$en ed or not. I had recei\ ed a lot
of .l! tenuo n."
the
Chtcaco
Democrat said in an interv tcw \\ ~ h
The .\:-.socwtc<.l Press ... It Ctl\ c me
.1 bulh pulpit."
Obama sa td he is not tan.!ctln l!
nauonal oflicc wllh the spe~chei
but he ts rrvmc to advance h1s 1deas
and respo;1d - to calls from back
home 111 Illinois to work toward
common sense solutions to problems.
"As somebody who is in the
minonty party. I can 't always shape
the agenda on the floor of the
Senate... said Obama. who ranks
99th among I00 senators in semorIIY. .. o what I try then IS use the
opponumty that I have out~idc the
Senate to stan helping to shape the
ideas for the Democrats that w1ll
speak to some of the most urgent
concerns that I'm hearing !Tom the
folks back home."
He 's gt' en other speeches before
groups such as think tanks and
nauonal women 's organizations.
"\lost freshmen wouldn 't be
m' n ed to give these sons of
speeches." sa1d La rry Sabato. a

University of Virginia political science professor. "He's seen as an
inevitable national leader who
could be on a national ticket."
Michael Daly. a longtime political aide to Sen. Dick Durbin (DIll. ) said all senators arc interested
in speaking on important issues.
but Obama is atypical.
"The ditferCilCC is not what he's
doing but who 's paying attention."
Daly said. lie attnbutcd Obama 's
drawing power to a couple o f f:lctor.;: He is the Senate's only black
member and he won his seat in a
stunning manner. including capturing a majorit y vote in a crowded
primary.
Retired Republican Illinois Sen.
Peter Fit7gcrald. who previously
held the scat Obama has. said that
e' en though Obama is a freshman
lawmaker. he ts a celebrity better
kno wn than most members o f

Congress. even more so than
Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid
(D-1 ev.).
" I think there is a very good
chance that Senator Obama is on
the Democratic ticket in 2008 as
the vice presidential nominee and
in subsequent elections as the presidential nominee." Fitzgerald said.
Helping Obama with his speeches is a close-knit staff that includes
Jon Favreau. formerly a speechwriter for the 2004 presidential
campaign of Sen. John Kerry (DMass).
Typically. Obama will dictate a
fi rst draft. sometimes with fine
details. other times with no thing
mo re than building blocks . A staffer
then prepares the first draft, which
is circulated in the o ffi ce and fol lowed by a staff debate of its merit~.
:-Jumerous outside experts are

Michael
Il linois Sen . Barack Obama speaks at the Palmer House, 17 E. Monroe St., o n Nov. 22. In his
s peech titled Moving Foward in Iraq, Obama outlined c hanges that need to take place, including
"how to reduce the U.S. military footprint in Iraq."
also tapped for their knowledgepeople like Chicago Public Schools
CEO Arne Duncan; former C IA
Director James Woolsey; Kenneth
Thorpe, chair o f the Department of
Health Policy and Management at
Emory Univers ity in Atlanta; and
Sen. Dick Lugar (R- Ind.), chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
" It does require having some
really smart staff people who arc
around to do the day-t()-day work
but also do some longer-term
thinking about problems:· Obama
said. " It requires taking the time to
write speeches and debate them
and schedule forums for them and

organize them."
During a commencement speech
at Knox College in Galesburg, Ill.,
Obama suggested that investments
have to be made to ensure that
every sing le person can compete
and move up the ladder of economic opportunity.
In a subsequent address in
Washington. he said the nation's
schools need not only money, but
also reforms such as the creation of
" innovation districts" that put an
emphasis on better trained. better
paid teachers.
With energy, he has proposed
asking Detroit to make a trade with
Washington, whereby the govern-

ment would help with the auto
industry's health care costs, but the
money saved would have to be
invested in technologies designed
to improve fuel efficiency to
reduce the nation's dependence on
foreign o il.
Obama said generally the
responses to his speeches have
been positive, but he cautioned that
much more must be done. That
includes following up with proposed legislation and working with
others, including Republicans, to
bring together the best of all ideas.
"On any of these issues, making
a speech doesn 't make it so," be
said.
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Homeless:

Letters:

Families trying to
find a home

Program responds
to those in need
Continued.fimn Back Page
~

-ters !hat,t stick out than others,"
Sleek,·r s~id. " Li ke the ones who
are "' king fo r g ifts for their parents:·
Sleeker said she remembers one
letter \\'ritten by a boy who only
wanted
for hi s mother and
toys f(>r
had
any.
are writ ing because
have hope," Sleeker
specia l. "
was youn g and
Chicago, she sent
Letters to Santa
ended up keeping in
one woman who
gift request. Until she
the woman wrote and
occasion to check on
family.

in so:
open
need
oppr
diffe ,

Lc
Cara'
hour·
Peop
also
983-r
faxed

need more Santa 's
come out and see
can make a difference
life," Ratliff said. "It
to the amount of
there and also the
how we can make a
somebody's life ...

on display at the
Post Ojjicc 24
Dec. 22.

Michael JareckiiThe Chronicle

Bertheine Patt, mail handler at the Cardiss Collins Postal Office
358 W. Harrison St., reads letters to Santa on Nov. 21. The post
office separates letters addressed to Santa and puts them in
the Letters to Santa program, which helps less fortunate parents and children get gifts for the holidays.
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Bonnie Palumbo 's current
position of assistant manager at
Yorktown Mall runs from Oct. 1
through mid-January. Her husband is working at a car wash
while he looks for another job.
Continued from Back Page
T he Palumbos were just two
of 45 people staying overnight
at PADS at Trinity Episcopal
-tion has also changed signifi - C hurc h, in Wheato n on Oct. 24.
cantly. When most shelters were Other g uests included Geri Lynn
established in the late 1970s, they Gonciarz and her three daughwere mainly occupied by unem- ters, a 13- and 11-year-old, and
ployed men who made up the a 7-month-old.
But the Palumbos said that
majority of the American homethey refused to allow their three
less population, Foscarinis said.
The Palumbos began staying chi ldren to live in she lters.
at PADS last December when Instead, their children, 14-yearAnthony,
12-year-old
Tony Pal umbo lost his a lmost o ld
Heather and 9$18- p e r-h o ur
year-o ld
d r iv ing
j ob
"The hardest part of Destiny, moved
equipment at a
going to see [our children/ in with relawarehouse.
is having to leave,"
tives.
" We
lost
T he
eve r y thin g,"
cousi ns
in
- Bonnie Palumbo, hornless R omeovi ll e
Bonnie
parent.
Palumbo said.
now have legal
" It became so
custody of the
hard to get a job w ithout a car." children.
T he three child ren currently
If the Pal umbos cannot prolive in Romeovill e , 19 miles vide a stable environment w ith a
from their parents in Wheaton. place to live and steady jobs by
Visits w ith their children are June, then their c hildren will
infrequent because of the par- likely stay at schools in
ents ' work schedules a nd Romeoville through the next
dependence on public trans- school year. The children would
portation, which is unavailable then have to continue living in
o n S undays.
the area with their cousins until
Ac cording to the Regiona l the summer of 2007, unless
Tra nsportat ion Author ity or the ir parents could afford to
RTA , it will take nearly eight mo ve to the area and support
hours to travel from Romeoville them .
to Wheaton on a weekday at
To ny a nd Bonnie Palumbo
6:30 p.m . T he trip includes two speak to the ir ch ildren on the
M etra
trains, two C hicago phone at least every other night.
" The hardest time is right now
Transit A uthority trains and four
buses, according to RTA's Trip through the holidays," Bonnie
Palumbo said .
Planner.
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A tnagical story
told behind glass
always worth it to me,'' Feehan
said.
Ail II of the vignettes in the
window are original to the store.
The story is told classically, j ust
as many people have learned it,
By Pamela Mason
but it has some Field's twi sts.
Staff Write r
Field 's
partnered
w ith
Swarovski Crysta ls, based out of
On Nov. 12, Marshall Field's Rhode
Island ,
to
make
unveiled elaborate, crystallized Ci nderella's glass slippers and
window displays depicting the wedding gown sparkle. Both the
classic fairy tale C inderella as slippers and gown are encrusted
part of its annual ho liday window with thousands of Swarovski
display.
crystals, which are sold ar
While the exact number of vis- Marshall Field's.
itors who admire the windows
" I take my children to see [the
each year is unknown, more than displays] every year," sa id
I00,000 guests were estimated to Felicia Wiggins of Chicago.
have viewed them on opening " This year's windows seem so
day alone.
magical. We really look forward
Although they are only d is- to seeing them."
played for about two months durCinderella became th e theme
ing the holiday season, the dis- of this year 's w indow after last
plays, which have
year 's Snow
Chicago tradit ion,
Whit e went
"Just working on {the over
take a lot of planwell
windows{ and watching lit- with viewers.
ning.
" Planning and tle kids and their families Thi s is the
production beg ins look through the curtains first
year
a year and a half
C inder e lla
to
get
a
sneak
peak
is
before the w inhas been the
always worth it to me"
theme of the
dow even debuts,"
window dissaid
Marshall
Field 's spokes-Jen Feehan, Columbia stu- play.
woman
Marisa dent a nd Marshall Field's win" We try to
offer
our
Reeves .
dow display team.
Planning
the
guests a mix
windows isn't an
of traditional
easy task, either,
and non-traReeves said. Nearly 50 people ditional holiday themes," Reeves
come together as a team to make said.
Some of the more non-tradithe displays each year.
Columbia student Jen Feehan tional Christmas themes Field 's
is part of th e visual team at has had in the past were 2003's
Marshall Field 's and has helped "Charlie and the C hocolate
create the scenes for the past two Factory" and 2000 's " Harry
Por.er."
years.
" Most people seem to be com''Just working on [the windows] and watching little kids ing this year as their last chance
and their famili es look through to get the Marsha ll Field's
the curtains to get a sneak peak is Christmas," said Nathan Witt, a

Marshall Field's
Cinderella theme
draw thousands

Parking:
Misuse of
placards
outraged about a nd it's someth in g Secreta ry White feels
strong ly about."
Druker said th is wi ll be the
o nly time his o ffi ce w ill pub-

licly an nounce in advance where
the Secretary of State pol ice are
targeting. In a press release,
White said sim ilar effort s would
take place statewide throug hout
the season, and he encourages
citizens who see people abusing
parking spaces to ca ll (2 17)
785-0309 wi th th e placard and
license plate numbers ready.
Druker sa id that along with
the Secretary of State police,
people may see local mun ic ipal -

Pedestrians walking along State Street on Nov. 22 stop and look at Marshall Field's Cinderellathemed holiday display windows. Field's estimates more than 100,000 people viewed the windows on opening day, Nov. 12.
Columbia student and Marshall
Field 's stock employee. " The
response to this year's windows
has been good, but I'm sure production started we ll before the
officia l merge o f Macy's and
Field's."
In
September,
Federated
Department Stores, which owns
Fie ld's, announced that it would
change all Marshall Field's to
Macy 's. Some people were skeptical that the name change wou ld
leave behind the Christmas tradition that Field's has become asso-

ciated with, but Reeves maintains
that isn't the case.
" Federated Department Stores
has great respect for the legacy
and traditions of Marshall
Field 's,"
Reeves
said.
" [Federated Department Stores)
plan to do everything they can to
honor our heritage and traditions."
Employees at Marshall Field's
have been to ld that changes to the
store won't officially be made
until the fall of 2006, according
to Witt. The State Street location

doesn't expect to undergo much
change, becauseit is a historic
building and store.
"The biggest concem I think
the customers have with the
name change is the legacy of
Field's," Witt said. " There have
been families that have shopped
at Field's for three generations,
and it looks to be a Midwest tradition that few want to have
changed."
The windows will be open for
viewing until Jan . 8 at Field's Ill
N. State St. location.

ities stepping up the effort and
initi ating a stronger enforcemen t as well.
Marc Strich, general manager
fo r
Woodfield
Mall
in
Schaumburg, said although the
mall has not had a specific problem with unauthorized parking
in handicapped spots, there has
been a prob lem with the fraudulent use of the handicapped
placard .
"As far as people using hand-

icapped spo ts, provided they
have a pl acard , that's fine,"
Strich said. " It's when people
that don ' t even have a placard or
the required licen se plate
because many people come
from o ut of state to the area,
they are in fact ticketed and
ci ted by the Village of
Schaumburg police."
Strich also said the mall was
singled out along with O rland
Park Mall becau se the two ma lls

expect to be busy the day after
Thanksgiving.
"[The Secretary of State
police] came to us first because
we ' re obviously going to be one
of the busiest places Friday, and
we welcome them," Strich said.
According to the press
release, the Secretary of State
pol ice issued 113 violations last
month in a similar initiative to
crack down on disabled parking
offenses.

Banquet brawl leads to police stereoty pe

Computer, b room taken during burgla ry

Police responded to an assault at the Hilton Ch icago, 700 S.
Michigan Ave., on Nov. 18 between an unknown offender and
three victims: a 5 1-year-old man, a 52-year-old woman and a
42-year-old man. The victims to ld police that while they were
seated at a function at the hotel, a man approached their table
and sat on one of the victims' laps. One of the victims made a
joke about the s ituation when the offender told the three to
leave because it was his table. The victims apologized and
said they sat at the wrong table when the offender lunged off
the victim's lap, hurting his knees. The offender then knocked
the other two victims out of their chairs to the floor. The
offender 's fami ly apologized, saying he was intoxicated, and
exited the room wi th him . Police officers reported the victims
as being intoxicated as well. When the officers were leaving,
one of the victims shouted, " Why don't you guys go to
Dunk in' Donuts?"

After retuming to work at 1430 S. Michigan Ave., on
Nov. 16, a 36-year-old woman noticed the office door was
unlocked, and her computer and postage scale were missing. While waiting for police to arrive, the woman contacted her security company and it advised her that the
alann system was shut off a month ago. After a search by
police, the woman also noticed that the thief got away with
her coffee pot and broom. Police were unable to locate a
suspect.
Grant

Ca mpus trespasser threatens with needle
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Solicitor targets hotel guests, door cracks
A 53-year-old employee at the Essex Inn, 800 S. Michigan
Ave., called police on Nov. 19 after he saw a 16-year-old boy,
who was not a guest, sliding adve!'lisements under hotel room
doors. When police arrived, secunty tnforrned them that soliciting had become a problem at the hotel recently. The offender was told to leave the property and he would be subject to
arrest if he returned. The boy was issued a notice by police.

Columbia

?

~Assault
Theft
' Needle

Josh Covarrublas/The Chronicle

Police ollicers responded to Columbia's Alexandrotr
Campus Center. 600 S. Michigan Ave .. on Nov. 17 at1er
ollicc workers on the 5th floor reported crim inal trespassing in progress. A 40-year-old female employee told the
offender to leave the building because he was not a student
or employee. ·n,e offender then left that area, moving to
the basement. At that point, a 41-year-old man told the
offender to leave afler he started fidgeting with a vending
machine. The offender replied, " If you try to grab me I will
stick you with my needle." 1l1e offender then ran ofl' in an
unknown direction and police were unable to local~ him.
At no point during the incident did the man produce a needle nor, did the offender imply he had one <mywhere on his
Compiled by Chronicle staff through information
provided by the Chicago Police Department.
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C11YBEAT
Secretary of State combats
illegal handicapped parking
Fines will increase to
$500 as more officers
patrol malls
By James Ewert
Assistant City Beat Editor

The first of thousands of letters addressed to Santa Claus are sorted at the Card iss Collins Postal
Store, 433 W. Harrison St., on Nov. 21. as part of the Letters to Santa Program. Post office
employees distribute the letters to volunteers who purchase gifts for needy families throughout
Chicago.

This Christmas season Latasha purchasing gtfts for her children.
Allen. a 23-vear-old mother of ages 6. 5. 4. 2 and I. Three of
fi,·e. has "'ntien a letter to Santa Allen's fami ly members also
Claus lookmg for a lmlc extra moved m wath her after llurricanc
help "' hen 11 comes to g1vmg her Katnna de,a.<latcd the1r home. at
children gtfls.
a t1me "hen the hohdavs arc
"We arc a httle more 11ghtcr on bccommg ex pens I\ c. she s.;1d.
money th1s year:· Allen sa1d.
Th1s 1s the firs t year Allen has
She is among thousands of peo- wntten to Santa on behalf of her
ple in Ch1cago each year scndmg children. and together they all
letters addressed to or St. 1'>1ck. sent out a letter at the begmmng
all of"' h1ch end up at the I.Jmtcd of No,·cmber.
" I wanted to get tllhcrc early so
States Postal Scr.x c letter" to
Santa Program. Post office somebody could pos.<tbly lind my
employees read each letter before letter and help my ch1ldrcn out.'"
d1stributmg them to commumty Allen sa1d. who got a rc<p<msc
members and bu.,ne~<cs who "'hen \he "'Tote to Santa "hen
\'oluntccr to purchase 11crns on <he \lo a.< young. "We all "' orkcd
the w1~h IL~t<. most of wh1ch a.' k on 11 togcthcr and came up w11h
for clothes and toys
g1fl< that were rcaiL<Ilc."
Many ch1ldren \lon ting to Santa
Item.\ on the Allen ·s "' t~ h h<t
stmply want htm to know how th1s year mclude motorcycle toy<,
good they ha' e been th1~ year. a favonte of her two sun.<. und
However. the l!laJOnty of lcttc" movtc<. <pecolicall y Shark ](J/o·.
come from parents and grandparThe Ch1cngo Letter< to Sn n1;1
ent• who arc wnung becau\C thett Program
wa.< ~ ta ncd
by
chtldrcn need the ba."c' <uch a.• I'O'IIma,tcr llcnry W. 1\.ldlccn m
coats and glove<, to gct them the I 'JI,(k aner he encouraged
through the wanter. ' a1d ·ram employee< w11hm C'lucagu'< pm t
Rathff. ~pokQman for the SI'S office~ to "ndnpt" a fanuly for the
hululay•
ChiCago.
wWhcn we thmk Hf lctlc:t\ to
Word h••• <pre;ul m er the year<,
Santa, we thm k uf cht ldrcn," and nuw many fa nuloe• and hu\1·
Ratliff _..,,d. " Hut at the ~me no\C\ come m and p1l'k up lrller.
tltnc, pe<Jf!le know that the pw- a• p<tr1 ol thelf yearl y tradttullo<.
grarn " dcotgncd t<• help th<>'IC m New York and '" "' An ~c le• hn1e
need, and that '• why we ha ve MJ 'llllllar gofl prugr:un•. Ratlol h :ud
'fl1e III:OJIIfl!y of letter\ WIIIC tn
many fY"rcrlt• wntmg m "
h>r Allen. the uppurturuty wall Jlllrtlc d o:o t c l y
lull ow l n l(
hiiJ)Cfully help rehcve '""~ of the 'I h:mhi(J\'1111( weekend. n11d the
burden •he WI\ when 11 ~ume• 111 Jll"'t,ol \CfVICC ha• nlre:uly \C CII II

A hwk at (;hlcagu'H lwmclcs!l lwusclwlds

steady flow. This year. the Letters
to Santa Program is expecting
I0 .000 to 12.000 letters by
Chnstmas.
"We gauge the amount of letters ba.<cd on the economy eac h
season: ·
saod
Ak my mka
Akmycle. d1strict manager fo r
'SPS ChJCngo. ""If the economy
IS bad we can gel 15.000 letters.
and 1f it's good we onl y get
around 7,000."
A.<soon ns the post office start<
recc1 vmg letters each season,
employees persormlly open and
read each one before scparnllng
them mto groups dependmg on
fanuly st/.c
A tahle IS sci up at the Cnrd1s..<
Collm' Postal Store, n :!4-hour
fac 1loty at 433 W. llnm s.>n St..
"here H>lu n tcc ~ cnn view letters
nnd pKk u fanuly to sponsor for
the hulodays. Akmyclc :111id.
On No\'. ~ I, Kathennc Sleeker,
a rcprc<cntati\'C from the Yuung
~awyers Sectwn of the ("hicngo
Unr A"''>ctnllon, piCked up 200
letter' fwm the post ufliec thut
she will da<tnhute h> vnnuus luw
!inns anti <c hnnls nnntml

Gelinda Condos once saw a
sign displayed near a handicapped parking spot that read,
"Is this the only time you put
yourself in our place?"
Condos, a spokeswoman for
the Council for Disability
Rights, an advocacy organization that improves and enhances
the lives of those with disabilities, said people parking illegally and using illegal placards has
long been an issue.
To combat the problem of
people illegally parking in handIcapped spaces and the fraudulent use of the handicapped
placard. Secretary of State Jesse
White announced. Nov. 21 that
the Secretary of State police
would be cracking down on people illegally using the placard
meant for people with disabilities.
Beg innin g Jan. I , Illinois
dr i\'crs illegally parked in a
handicapped spot could face a

maximum fine of $500. Drivers
also face possible suspension of
their driver's license, and those
using a fraudulent handicapped
placard can be charged with a
felony
"Since the fine is being
increased from $100 to $500,
that in itself indicates there has
been a problem," Condos said.
Starting the day after
Thanksgiving, widely known to
be the busiest shopping day of
the year, Secretary of State
police will specifically target
Woodfield Mall in south suburban Schaumburg, and the
Orland Park Mall in south suburban Orland Park, to issue tickets to people illegally parked in
handicapped parking spaces or
illegally using handicapped
placards.
Dave Drulcer, press secretary
for Illinois Secretary of State
Jesse White, said the Secretary
of State police usually focus on
crim~like identity theft, but
have taken on the misuse of
ha~~d parking placards.
"!hit~ of an oil"&Oing
battle tliat-~ offi~as ~ad,'"
Druker said. '~l (s_. s~ing
that the public gemrinely seems

.........
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ChK II~ll

The ( "h1 c11 ~o liM Assc••:mtwn
ha• hccn chstnhullllll uruuml JOO
letters 11 yenr fur the pnst I:! ycurs.
1-.tnployecs fec l ll'"'d nl~<•nt hcmg
purl c>l the <lonnttuns prul!nun.
Sleeker sn1d
" I herr life dcJinttcly scome letSoo Letters. Pogo 18
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A sign posted In a Lakeview parking lot advises drivers of a
S150 fine for vehicles parked without a handicapped license
ploto or plocmd. Stnrtlng Jan. 1. the minimum fine for Illegal
parking will bo lncroosod from S 100 to $500.

Families divided by homelessness
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